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March 26, 1985

Dear Virginia,

Hesperia, which should have gone to press before March 1,
finally got off on March l5, but your letter had not then ar

rived, The coiiina on p, 11 was removed by us in any case. Other
changes will have to cone to you as printed.

Photocopies of the plates are by now academic, but I think
we did send them of the stripped proofs.

You are definitely down for 100 offprints. It will take
them forever to get to you, no doubt, but they should be mailed
by the middle of April,

I hope that yo\ir flu has really departed. People around
here are complaining of recurring viruses. Having escaped thus
far, I hope to make it the rest of the way now that the spring
bulbs indicate better temperatures are on the way.

Yours truly.

^/1/^ »
Marian H, McAllister
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

American School of Classical Studies

c/o Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, NJ 08540

Tel; (609) 734-8386/8387

IT

March 1, 1985

Dear Virginia,

Kalo inenal Is that the way to trans
literate?

I enclose photocopies of the masked
Vandykes, which came in yesterdiay and today
will be returned with the legends as you see.
The U, S, Postal Service expects us to have
the issue at the post office by the end of
the month. We might just make it, but will
forego the chance to see final proofs in
order to do so, I sincerely hope you find
no egregious errors as this is presumably
the way the plates will appear,

I hope in any case that you will be
relieved that there is nothing more that
you can do about this particular articla
and are able to put it behind you, I tjjink
it will be an impcrtant addition to Hesperia.

Yours^truly,

\ i

, T Marian H. McAllister

'(a-J
.. .. ... ,0-

V -.X ]



ivt.iQriB, March 11, 1985

Dear Marian,

For your latter of February 21, thank you for entering, the indices, and

for care premised in checking finally the page references.

Ae you have noticed, I have been restrained in asking for changes, Usually

restorations of the manuscript text including pinctuation. If you never use

"and/or" (an expression admired by Professor Arnold Gorame the Thucydides ex-

part), then do not use it for my sake. But in all other oases please make

the clianges cr restorations i asked for in ray two recent letters (which as

you said are few enough) without adding other e.-iangos, such as those proposed

in your letter of Feb^ 21 for pp. IS, 27 and SO of the proof, ilspecially

what you propose for p. 27. But e.lBo any others you may not have mentioned,

A restoiation I should have asked for before is in line 4 from the end

of the long paragraph on p. 11; tne conrna should be ratored before "there"

or else the one after it should be removed. Gtaorwise tais good bit of

information gets over with difficulty, aa I have found in offer'hg it to

Philippa lathes on, who is hero now and is preparing notes on dates of Rhodian

stamps for the excavators at Smfi Tel Anafa.

Aa yet I have not received the photocopies of the plates. I repeat my

need for 100 offprints.

I had a little flu, bat not for long, inspite of several days here of

snow.

7"^urE as ever.

^ v.

c;
j
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Athens, February 14, 1985

Dear Marian,

here are my suppoirbive notes on the rest of the proof corrections. I hope

they are clear, or that possibly my marks on the actual proof were already clear

enough. These had been posted to jrou on Feb. 8, with a"'! the rest of the papers.

Here I repeat my request, given in the note with those papers, for 100 off

prints (request accompanying corrected proof, as per instruction), I don't imow

of course how much of a fortune that will now cost. I have simply made a list of

ooncamod persons and hppe for the best,

I am looking to see the photocopies of the plates and figures which you said

you would now be able to send, in your letter of Jan,11, Let ma know, at least,

that substitutions have not been made in Plates 4 and 5, ^?hy should there be? but

a numismatist for instance might offer you a numismatioally superior portrait of
in the plate,

Phaxnakes; if he does, please put back mine^ don't use his,

A pleasant thing happening hare is that Miclmal jValbank has arrived, and Mary

is duo these days. I hope you are having a Happy Valentine's Day,

Yours,



gx^rsa I.inooln's Birthday, 1985

Tiiii MIBhLiS STOA MTKD - continuation

of oorreotiona on proof

page 31, end of date equivalents, delete "than" which had been added

page 32, line 6, delete s from "disouseions" - the reference is only to p.31

line 4 of second paragraph, I am told that 5P0YPilEK2N is contracted, so

it gets a circumflex on the last syllable

in list, sug iested restoration AilT2(lI?). This name exists in Pape, where

it is given a rough breathing

page 34, in list, note Sa to ihxioji be corrected to 3A 15 times that I noticed)

restorations suggested; iiPOIIH(®ISlN?) and 2#ZTPA(T02)

accent corrected: ilI2IN02
2

page 35, after the end of the list, add a sentences;

For a concordance of duoviri with aponyms, alphabetical by duoviri, see

Pnyx. pp. 147-149. For some addenda and corrigenda for this thirty-year old

concordance, sea Delos XXVII. p. 321, note 2.

p, 36, first paragraph, next to last lino, please restore it as it was:

as if the contents were parts of a tomb group^ or coins of a hoard,

Cl^att of a tomb group dating each other " makes no sense; it is the
bowls and the lai|̂ s, ^d^ ^the stamped handles in the cistern that are
being treated ll^e tTsmh finds. The comma is needed to separate two
groups_ of things. If you leave it the way it was, it does not need
explanation.)

p. 37, under Group J3, line 4, delete parentheses in this line, and set off

ISP0KA.12 with comma*, just the name (I t ^ink that is as in my typoft

of 24.x.94 that you have.>| IEP0KA112 should not be closed in

parentheses, as the text continues about him, for a coujjle of sentences,

under H 13 Si, lines 4-5, delete the a ;ded parentheses, and replace eemi^i

colon or comma after 1948, No need for parentheses, and as it is, they

close off a reference from its tB^.toward the end of the sentonoe.

i e, I? ^



> (p. o3
grace ' 13,11,85

Tiia flli'LiIiS STJA DATtiD,continuation of

correctlone on proof - 2

page ^ equals 40, line 2 of text, page rof,s should be to pp, 221-228

line 4 of text, change parentheses to include (Oallia. Suppl^XIV)

line 17 frcrni bottom; the corrigenda on Urs, Willis article have

no relevance to my text. If you feel the article should

^ ^ never be mentioned •without its corrigenda, then they must
•',Vr O *

be closed into parentheses; otherwise my immediately
* w'''' •"

j • following reference to p, 348 is ampiguous,

line 2 tfrom bottom, if you change "cites" to "citing", must also

take out the"and" (Nicer the way it was,)

p,^ equals 42, line 8 of text, Hus^e

line 2 from bottom, left end, the word is steep (not stop)

I particularly hope this got fixed,

p, ^ equals 44, line 4 from bottom, pl»ase put back then - We can then take note

p, ^ equals 45, underput back the semicolon after 55 (it was not very clear

in the manuscript, but note that 05 is the number in the Fergamon

deposit)

p,^ equals 46, undor^, please center device words ("wreath" and "bee") each

under its Greek text

under 5, line 2, please put the comma after TTarseilles. for

oleameds

p, Jki equals 47, under 6, accent of revised thus
/•

under 11, please lift the three/ lines of the device to sit

beside the 4 lines of Greek toxt, of/ manuscript

♦V "l , •(./»

Hh

I*".'



February 21, 1985
Miss Virginia Grace I

'•American School of Classical Studies
' "5U Souidias Street

GE'-106 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

Your raanxiscript arrived last Friday, the rest on Satur
day, We have entered the index and concordances, or rather
indices, but will not check them until the article is finally
paged. Even the few addiditions will shift lines on a number
of pages. Your marking are quite clear; I hope that you have
not really succumbed to the flue but also that you have not
troubled to type out any more.

I thought you desesrved comments on some of your comments
and so send the following:

Wfe do not use and/or, being old-fashioned and holding it to be
"coraiBrcial" rather than "expository". The few extra words it
saves are virtually never crucial, but we might use it in a table,
I suppose,

The comma after "stamps" on p, 13 would separate the sHbject from
the verb and make the antecedent of "which" less clear, ' '

is also restrictive, I have removed the ccmma after gjranary but

.-vA' .
On page 2?, the phrase that follows "that Alexander must have seen"

also the one after "seen" and substitute "which would" for the "to" ,
following, \y-
Page 30, footnote 8U: a semicolon would separate the last phrase
as though it were a complete sentence; I think the comma will
serve O

I am on the whole relieved that you found so little to
change. We found a few more typos; you found others that we
overlooked. We will check the index very carefully.

Yours /truly.

Marian H, McAllister
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Ttii!) MI.jlvI.,i;i STOA DATiiD Bi MUmRA STAMPS

corrections on proof

The following notes are in aid of the pencil marks I have made on the proof

pages, in case tnesa are npt ajwajrs clear for one reason or another. Not mentioned

hero are the internal page references wnioh 1 have failed in, somotimos cancelling

footnote refereboes which had been in the original manusoript, as suggested in

M.d. iJcA.'a letter of 11.1,85, For some of these references, see p.7; "o.S",

"pp. 13-.15", "pp. 31, 32"

Some general observations; in note 34, ny Dodekanose has been changed to

Dodecanese, whereas in ote 47, Acropolis has been changed toAkropolis. Is that

intentional? And in some plases whore I had made reference to s single page in

an article, all the pages have been added - but not always. I would think this vas

what Mr. Hill would call a work of supererogation, since anybody can easily f^nd

this information for himself (unlike the bits of extra information that were oom-

plained of in ny article). Tne pages given for D.M.hobinson on Ancient 8inope were

TOis^eading, in tliat they included only the first pert of his study, which continues

further on in the same volume. (I iiave not checked tnn other inclusive pp.)

I am grateful for all tne care taken with the Greek, and not a little

impressed by its general accuracy at this stage.

page 1: table of contents, Thompson's Hellenistic *^roup8

line 3 from bottom, Comodiens

page 4, line S 1932 (not 1952)

page 5, line 6 quotation mark before ileHenistio

page 6, end of second paragraph, we now need a period hare, not a oolon

under Chian in list, lagynol not to be capitalized

page 8, note 15, aorr9ot.^accant of



- 2 -

page 9, ca. middle of long paragraph, af'er "slightly /ariant rose types", a

samicolon

page 12, bottom line, identification

page 13, top line of notes, we need tne c'.ov'.a after "stamps

note 25, line 2, fill out the reference in some detail:

edd., London,. (Chatto and Windus), LlQSSj, p.34.

(.Ve need this detail because aometidng all too similar exists te.g. in the

ASCS library) which does not include the text needed. I htid a hard time

finding the right publication.)

page 14, note 28. The seconfl sentence needs to mke an exact statemeTit. Using
and/or made it briejas we"'! as exact. If you caii't use and/or. then say

the same content and arrangeraent of letters or devices or of both, i.e.
the same minuscule reading

This is not as rood as the original, which was the work of "aloolm Wallaoe,
an. editor himself,

,»s, 14, note 30 P. Frhr. aiUer ,on Oaertrlngen ie what i, on the title fega.
I think yon nannot .ay P. P.. beoaua. Frhr. is not a nane but a
title (Freiherr).

Last lino of note 30, upper case for For
3page 16, lino 3, refer to Plates 2 and « (not Plates 1 and 2)

not, 34. about the ..i4dl.. add nl.te refarenoe to oat. nunberj: (4,P1.2)
page 18, end of note 43, continuing in sane paragraph?

page 19, note 46, line 5from end, the number of the Suppl. of BGH is not yet knoxvn,
but will certainly be later than VIII. Ono might say "XII (?)"

page 20, note 50, correct 193 to 183 (3 times)

note .51, 'Handelsbeziehungen



C?
- s -

page 23, nota 58, last line excluding

note 61, line 1, read catalogue^

line 3, delete on

page 25, top after headline, read

"To those who acr^ept this date for the fil5.ing, " (Bacause the headline has

a date in it too,*)

page 2/, line i from bott'oni, delete the comina which now sspara'^'es a restrictive

phrase, "that Alexander must have seen", from its noun "frranary"

page 30, nota 84, Tine 2, after Athens, better a semicolon +0 set off Athens from

Piraeus.

last line, corrsct cpelling of Phoenix

8.11.85

Dear l^larian.

This is as far as I got today, and it seams best to send wliat is ready as

you are in a hurry, and I am starting a flu. I may finish the typed comments

next week. perhaps you can read my pencil comments on the proof.

I am sending the original typescript with your markings on it in a separate

big envelope. And enclosed here, the marked proof, these com ents, and the

index. Hope all arrive safely.
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

American School of Classical Studies

c/oInstitute for Advanced Study - a
Princeton, NJ 08540

Tel: (609) 734-8386/8387

Miss Virglnia^¥^ Grace
American School of Classical Studies
5U Souidias Street GR-IO6 76
Athens, Greece

Dear Virginia,

The plates will go to the printer on
January I6; we may not have the proofs until
the end of the month, at which time we will
strip on the legends. We can certainly send
you photocopies before we retvirn them to the
printer, but I cannot undertake to wait fpr
your reply before going to press. We can
also send you photocopies of the dummies as
mounted with the legends written in before
they go off on the l6thj you will just have
to trust us to get the right legends in the
right places. I do not remember at what
stage we sent the proofs to Carolynj we had
a lot of trouble getting that issue to press.

Figure 3 will have north at the top and
the legend at the botton, "Right" and "left"
(IvSee only "Middle Stoa to the right") are
alight, but "east" and "west" might be better.

If you do not want the footnote mentioned
in the crossreference, delete it. It won't
affect the paging significantly. The page num
bers jf'^will be one less than shown: old UO
will be on the bottom of 39, old Ul on UO, etc,

I hope this reaches you faster than the
last letter, Happy New Year,

1/

>

Janviary 11, 1985
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J) nil.'ry 8, 1935

Pe: r Mrrion,

"Your leiter, rnd aeprrrte hig emclo e •with mrnnsrri-tt rni' proof,

rppched me siiaaltoneously on Jrn, 4, throe weef s from I'ee. 14 ivhen they

Tvere posted. f'robrbly it ron't he nuitc so bfid noir tbot the holideys ere

over, but there ctn sti 1 be more strihes. So I send some Interira nessao-es

by tJie r'.ondirerahle Mndness of nichrrd Tlurgi, who is calling to pielf up

ray letter.

II lustration. That is i'rer t thrt Plates P and H canj^ fare. Yow
>

please send aie photocofdes of your proofs of the figures and plates with

the captions in place, b<= I believe you did for Pfrolyn Feebler, For lae,
the most isiiportent ruthorls checP is a checF of this mrteriol; the rest is

built on it. About Pig. 3, since you are reiving it a full page, I sun-^ose

it will have to to sideways' with its title under a brocri sido' otherwise

"left" and "right" in thrt pert of the text will not come out right? t

hone you are giving roe, for Fig.l, a plan of the 2n<l rent. B."., even if it
does not have a 1 the latest discove ies.

I age references. Xote that the last 10 pages of the proof do not have
the*®-fisir 1 page nu bers (because of that mistahe at the start in the sij-e

of the tyjie uaed)(isn't th-t it). As you have .just crncelled the page
numbers without replacing them, I assume one can't quite be sure how they
will come out. So we wi 1 do the same, for index and cross references:

etc., and corrected page nu ihers will hare to he entered in index, etc., in
Princeton. Too bed it is pages with a lot of naies.

ThUffxr ffxxy

article, I did not know I would be able to nut in moat

of the,page references myself, and hrving in mind a devestatingly wronw prge
reference supplied by n editor of yore, md el bo the f ct thrt editors^
don't hfve time for all the cro references I need, I tried to do vitbout
as many as poa-ible by identifying the pages by the footnotes on th^m. A
prge reference would erobably do well without a lot of thB"et^?ontnotes.

"opejto write soon again. Tn the meauwMle, cougrr tut n«i' -s on bcvino
moved, and cxu.rrge 'or strai'r^,fening 'hlngs out, end In general ^rr y Tr-..
"eve you seen ilie nice review in r'F 1934 of Ac^ re "Ty- f



^ceinber lUj

Miss Virginia R, Grace
American School of Classical Studies

$h Souidias Street
GR-106 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

We are mailing separately the proof and original copy
for your article on the Middle Stoa. I forgot to enclose the
Tjsual instruction slip, but the important things are to mark
the proof in black or blue pencil and to note on it the number
of offprints wanted (first 25 free).

We have gone beyond the usual "galley" stage by doubling
columns where required and leaving the spaces for the illustra-
tions, so that the page nuitbers you see are essqntial^ as they
will be^published. We have not proofread this'setting except

> 1= - vr

I

/

for the Greek but will be doing that while waiting for the retvirn
of your proof. You should be able to make the index and put in
any crossreferences as final adjustment for widowed lines, etc,
will not make significant shifts in the page breaka, (I am assura-
ing that you are not going to make extensive changes,)

' As you go over the proof, would you look for the use of
"fill" and "filling"? Both occur; I want to make sure the choice

J Al ^ is deliberate. Our usual practice is to use professional titles(y^ ) rather than social (Mr,, Mrs,, etc.), but I will leave the choice
to you. We are using roman numerals for Delos XXVII as for the
Agora and Corinth volumes; see abbreviaticans in Agora XXII, You
have explained your use of "MS" in the text; mu sigraa remains for
a few inventory numbers and the Section, of course, staff
commented on this, but it seems reasonable when you know how the
result was reached. If you are able to answer any of the qieries
in the original copy it will be appreciated; I neglected to
check for them before I sealed the package, but I think you
will find "author?" on one or two top right corners.

Please return the original typescript with the proof, as
' well as the copy for the index. We shaU lock for them some

time in January, The plates, as you will see by their numbers,
will have 2 and 3 facing as you requested.

With best wishes for the holidays;, which I hope wiU be
cheered rather than otherwise by the arrival of the proof, it
has taken us a month to move into Mother*s house, and every .
room is filled with unassirailated cartons and things, but it
will be a relief to have everything under one roof.

You^ truly.

dutlo.

Harian H, McAllister
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GR 106 76

15 November, 1984

Miss Laurie Roberts
Publications Committee
American School of Classical Studies
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N.J. 0854 0

Dear Miss Roberts:

Thank you for your note of Oct. 31. I was glad to bear my
revision^had arrived (my letters of Oct. 18 and 6ct. 24). By
this time you will have also my letter of Oct. 29. Thank you
also for your note of Sept. 4, reassuring me about the arrival
of the draxving.

I was very sorry to hear from Carolyn Koehler that Marian
has been having back trouble. This can be a serious misery.
I hope she is better. I enclose a small clipping, about too
many rootnotes, to cheer her up.

Yours sincerely.

VRG/lwk

10



PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

American School of Classical Studies

c/o Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, NJ 08540

Tel: (609) 734-8386/8387
flPccci*JiSi

II

October 31,

Miss Virginia R. Grace
American School of Classical Studies
5I4 Souidias Street
GR-IO6 76 Athens
GREECE

Dear Miis Grace,

Marian asked me to write and tell you that we
have received the package with 2li pages of revisions
ana the following letter with 2 more,

(/• '

Tentatively ycur article is scheduled for No, 1
of Volume It would be in the same number as
Charles Williams' Corinth report. We would probably
be sending you proof around tiie middie of December,
I hope this is convenient for you.

With best wishe^,

( Laurie Roberts
/ Assistant to the Editor



/I

American School of Classical Studies
54 Swedias St., Athens 106 76, Greece

At the St oa•
Oct/ 29, 1984

Dear Imrian,

Xhaven't of course he^rd yet if you liave receiised my letters of Oct.18 a d

a little later, wit:, moat of the revisiona of my "Tiddle Stoa arf.oTe. And we have

heen havin"- postal strikes,

SoTiething: else that was v/orryinp; me wnen. far from my files, I have today
straightened out, nere at the Stoa, vjith the help of photocopies from the books

in quostion. So hare are some Corrections for note 65, The first sentence

should read as follows:

65

P, Durrbach, Choix d'inscriDtiaria de Delos. Paris 1921, pp. 9V~105, no.73

equals P, Roussel and H, Launey, Inscriptions de Delos^ Paris 1937, pp. 2-4 no

1497 bis. Durrbach dated (etc.) (I.e. continue as before.)

A lot more could be sa.d in note 65, in general. The title of Rouesel
and

Launey's volume is really a lot longer, too long I think, hut you could put it
in if you v/anted to.

I wo-nd bo -rateryi if ygy arrange that the port of Athens is spe'̂ led

the same way all through my article. I fear that now it may be sometimes Piraeus,
sometimes Peiraios, etc. otc.

With thanks,

.V .A.-, .if'
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Atneas, Ootobar ii4, 1^84

Dear Marian,

On Oct. 18 I sent you 24 passes of my Mi -81e Stoa manuscript with additions

or alterations, i.e. the pages had had revised text stapled on them (or for a

few words, entered by hand) and photocopies of the improved pages made for you.

As these are basically the same pages that you have already, I hope the changes

will be easy to see.

Although you had not said when the manuscript would be nSeded for the first

number of ld85, I had assumed that,xfx±laa going by July for the last number, then

October would be rigVit for the first number. As I wrote on the 18th, I had not

been able to get do^vn to the Stoa, and was thus working awkv;ardly and slowly,

and some things could not be managed without files, etc. how I ami down at the

Stoa (from yesterday), and venture to send you another patch. This is for the

text on Group B at the bottom of p. 69, Reading it to myself uptown, 1 could

tell it was funny: it mentions two (eponyms) and then a fourth, rlnolosed here is

a revised text to replace the last four lines of the page 69 that you have.

Another improvement I could not do uptown out of my head was requested by

Alan Boegehold. he wanted a suitmiary on epigraphical sources for Khodian epon

ymous officials. I could attach tnis to note 21. A1 read the whole article.

^ Could you tell me now whether you nave received my letter of the 18th with
enclosures, and whether that, and perliaps this, are in time for your deadline?

And ahall I send more? I do remember that you said tiiat amphorista never stop

writing their articles- out as for me, I am willing to stop. Remember that other

revlsiona came with letters to you of July 31 and August 7.

If-is good to have the Thompsons here, and also Helen Bacon. Tell your

mother -^len and I were speaking of her (and of you) and your ears should have

been burning.

! ..



Group E (F 15 ; 2): the 13 stamped handles from this deposit are all

Knidiaii. Of five eponyms named, two (Eli #=^ rLjS and K^-2. <vs)

are datable shortly before the middle of the 2nd century/-, a third ( ^

) shortly after that, a fourth ( s) further on in the

third quarter, and a fifth, (, probably in the last r

J V

m

I'h.oz-
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TPA<l>OTi£XNIKH,.
/y. I. n eIj PlO A EKA I

o 6)

25
Ka p a y. leUlsij jg 10 (Z t c
TnA p. 52.35.|i?d; - A0 HNAI-1

Atbens, O* tober IS, 1984

?.b 'th-^ s I n ['9 I-,;- ,rt - • f.oi!''",

f uj Mlrt le f'toe wonuscript, on A» f"h
• >'. ' '• *0

ages are the folIovin."»

• i'. "raiting for

I

• AAKTYAOrPAOHSEIS

• nOAYrPA<DHSEI2

o a)nTo-ANTirpAa)A rank xerox

Hi

|pote« p« 1 , .
I bis

4

11 ^ '
9.1>

•» Vn 28 . Msit
33

33bi8

t'i b*

39

39bi «

40

46

50

77

90

91

" i p; r 1d1 \ 34

36

38

i .pr's .':t.

i'j

i

'•'(/ •• i

^^"''Meny pages hove bod pieces of nev typescript stspied to the peg© before
photoco ying (of. pp. 8, 9, etc.) while a fo* hrve just been corrected by bend,

cf. »^>p. 40 (liaes blochert out), 91, footnotes pn. 6, 11, etc.; note that o

few poges with etteched typescript heve el so hcnd corrections (pp.39, ctc.K

I hope it will be eesy to follow oil this* I bcvc put errors in t'e rnrrfrin

to cell e'tentron to new heii' co rcctionp.

This job hre been delayed, nnd is still less eo pleie <hen I could wish,

heceuse I have not been able to .get. to ay of ice where le my fouiiliar type

writer end lay boots ar.d files. Too umch arthritis, co-ibined with too wwwfcv

mt ny steps in the street, I heve done much nece- sery cos !>l Ing with ''ory

I'rlton's Olivetti (which I never I ought to use when she left it with me),

and preferred to co.uprot.ii8e a lit le ra her than Ri^aio bold up publication.

Maybe I have not mentioned before that the spacing of Greet' names in

En.lleh text is meant to run along withAnt gape; in y typescript these gaps *****
h -

ere caused by bavin to change iaecht:e« (and operators) and gues" at space

needed. ' ' *>» ,'.>«5-g,.5

S».I I finish this some has e, ef».7»e the ^pies have come ba.ci^wlih
t'.a

ttnhee*d of speed, end the aoorier uat get on to other fesb??. '•for© later*
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Athesis, 0 tober 18, 1984

Poftr Mi"^ripn,

Here arc pbotoconiea of 24 pCises of uy Mid le Rtoe monuKcript, on cp^h

of which there is some revision. The i.egos are the followi2i/'i

p, 8 footnotes p. 1
9 1 bi s

11 4

2;l 9

39 11
39bj B 22

40 28
46 33
50 33bis
77 34

90 36
91 38

i k.oz.

Mony pa^es have hod pieces of new typescript stapled to the pcpre Ijefore

photoco ying (of. pp. 8, 9, etc.) while c fotr hr ve just boon rorrerlod by hend,

cf. pp. 40 (lines blnched out), 91, footnotes no. 9, 11, eto.j note that e

few pages with attached typescript have el so hrsnd corrections (pp.39, etc.K

I hope it will be easy to follow all this. I hove put arrows in t'e mrrgin

to rail attention to new hao'' corrections.

This Job hf's been delayed, nnd is still less co plete <hon X rould wish,

hpcauKe I have not been able to ;»ct to say of'ice where is my fnmilior type

writer end my booTs aj.f5 files. Too :-!Uch arthritis, coriMned with too mwhx

meny steps in the street, 8o I have done much necessary cobbling with Mary

Walton*s Olivetti (which I never t ought to usa when she left it with me),

and preferred to oompromise a little raiher than again hold up publiratiou.

Maybe I have not mentioned before that the sparing of Oreelt na-ies in

En li.^h text is meant to run fdoug withiut gaps; in y typesrript t! e?:e gapg wwirxifi

rre ceased by hevin to eliange macbi os (and opera tore) and guas.s at space

needed.

I finish this if soaie haste, 'armise the opies have came bark wi tJh

unheard of speed, and the aonrier vnst get on to other tasks, 'tore later.
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V.

individual parallals# A diffarsnca is that thoaa in Pergamon ara mostly

olosa togethar in data, while thjsa from the Middla Stoa filling, as

notad above, includa many earliar items, A diffaranca mora interesting for

tha lowar limit of the Middla Stoa filling is that a few Rhodian aponj--ns

(dating officials), who ara namad in tha Pargamon deposit on as many as 4

to 24 handles par name, do not appear at all in tha Middle Stoa filling.

These a® as follows; figures in paranthaaas show how many handles in tha

Pergamon deposit nama aach individual:

/if. oz

'AYfcrrparo<; 2nd (4) if 7 c

*Aparocpdvri^ Ist (8) c

' Aptorrefda^j 2nd (10) m .

' AptpT(56a;io<i 2nd (24) 1
t

' Apfcrrcuv 2nd (20) e,

' ApxiXa'i'5a<5 (5)

Hevoqpcnv (4) f

I No one of these seven eponyma ocrurs in the Middle Stoa filling (an |
named on a single handle, SS 12862, is readily distinguish

able as a homonym of the third century B.C. hy the shape and finish of the

handle.) On the other hand, despite the steady decrease, discussed

I I
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abova, o:? Rhodian imports to Athaas during the first half of tha 2nd caatury,

•wa do hava handles at tha Agora (though not in the Middle Stoa filling) that

ara dated by all savan of these aponyras, some from consistent post-Middle

Stoa deposits: of. four from tha Stoa of Attalos filling, SS 10492

namhng 'ApaTOqpdvng 1st, and SS 10730, 10739, and 13370, naming

/ApicrTef6aq 2nd.
N

These scTen eponyms therefore suggest aperiod of seven years immediate-'̂
! ly after the end date of the Middle Stoa filling but before the close of the^t

Pergamon deposit. The suggestion is strengthened by the fact that all seven '

are knom on handles

that bear also secondary stamps sat in tha common way at the attachment of

the handle to tha nack of tha jar, a practice that was just baginning in tha

period of the liiddla Stoa. Only one such stamp appears in the filling,

small rose with no letters, in a single example, SS 12717; for a similar

stamp, better preserved, sea PI. , 1. Mo part of tha -^in stamp of SS 12717

is preserved, but this secondary stamp is knoMfn only on handles from amphoi

of the potter AauoHpcffq^ in the terms of KaXXlKpar f6ag 2nd,

a

)ras

Mfx KXeuHpdTn<; l.t, and Euppaxo^; all these persons oojur In

both .ha^3«®» fillings. Tha rose secondary stamp is an early one. dated in
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188 - 186 KaXXiKparfaa^ 2nd, KXeunpdrri^ 1st, and Suppaxo*;

185 NlHacraYdpa<5 1st (v.iddla Stoa filling, 8; ?«rga:.on deposit, 9)

184 8ear6riTo<5 ^ n .i h g „ "12)

183 'A9avd6oro<5 ( " . " " 4 " "

preserving both stamped handles. See PI. , which illustrates two whol<

\ jo^rs, 2^and 3y from the stamped tops of the bandies of which we take two I ^
such pairs of names. 2a and 2c show the dating and endorsing stamps ^

17)

182 - 176 the 7 preaant in tha Pargamon fiaposit and not at all in the

Middla Stoa Building fill ( 'Arecrrparo^ " 2nd, etc., listed above).

The dates assigned are supported by a var-iaty of other bits of avidenca,

including other contexta, and the chain of naina-connections bet^raan potters and

dating officials, derived from the study of paits of names from the two series,

of which tha most convincing are found combined on whola amphnras or fragments

respectively of an amphora of AapoHpclr n<; ^ dated in the term of

NlKaaar<5pa<5, in. the month i:iirv9io<;; ^ and 3c the stamps of 3

amphora of •inTOxpdrn, In tha t,m of eeafSnro,, in tha o.,nth
16n(ivapo<;. 3ach of these Jars has also a secondary stamp, set on t

aide of the upoer attachment of (in the case of these jars) the fabrlcant

handle, actually.visible in the side views of tha two jars, as well as in

2b and 3b. Attested secondary stamps used by Aaiioxpdrqq (those of

an

ne
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li-ca tha Rhodian, go dovm a little later ther those in the Middle Stoa fill.

For the Knidian chronology, whole amphoras, or at least joined pairs oi

handles, are loss of a requiranant than for the Rhodian, since, as ranarked,

the namas from the two series ^dating names and endorsing names) are usually

combined within the stamps, rloviever, in some cases we do have two comple

mentary staaps on the t-wo handles of an amphora, cf. Pi..^4, and represent

ations of its stamps, 7 and 8. And certainly what we can observe about the
vw.

changing shapes of the jars, as with the Rhodian, supplements and consoli

dates the sequence. Again, only fragments come from the deposit wo are

studying, but they are filled out in this 9.—ticla by more or lass whole jars

shnilarly dated; the raador should fill out a little further by restoring

in his mind on evory jar the characteristic ringed toe largely broken

33

a.vay, or concealed by marine deposit, in those sho^wn in Plates and - .

C.-P-
he first and earliest of the jars (4) is dated in the tenn of ' ;

A"
a duplicate of its dating stamp i®^» "-"h »• variation of the die of its

endorsing stamp impressed 8. The amphora 4 was found in Rhodes in a
'yA..

Hellenistic filling above and among some tombs of the 4th and 3rd oenturiea

3.C., with four Rhodian amphoras of which I should date i throe in
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lass than thosa paid to "tha othar tings'* and his glory will be assured lika

that of otnar banafactors of the city. Goldan crowns will be prasentad to

him and to his wife Nysa, and the fact proolaimad at various Athenian fasti-

vala. Bronze statues of both will be set up in Deles, thus publicizing in a

more intamaticnal, though still Athenian, setting the ting's benefactions to

65

Athens. Tha inscription is now datad 160/l59 B.C. (formarly 172/l7l).

Durrbachr, tha original editor, remarks (op.cit.. pp. 102-103) that if one

looks in the king's raign lor a tima when he would have had particular occasion

and desire to pose as a benefactor of Athens, it would be about 183 B.C.,

following the conquest of Sinope. Tha matching dates encourage one to try

relating this inscription to the histiry of tha Middle Stoa. A large initial

tvi i^.boc^iTT' / S 3
paymant^raight have taken cara of the big terracing and foundation job, and

perhaps also the Middle Stoa itself, the superstructure* evidence from j
excavations at the west end apparently allows that the colonnade and en

tablature were erected within a few years after the construction of the

foundation and podium. See below, Appendix 2, section on the deposit

H13 * 1. Delayed subsequent payments could account for the piecemeal-

execution of the project, the way the East Building and the South Stoa

Iare tacked on, though one would suppose it was the complex as a whole

which had been intended from the beginning to replace South Stoa It



ffrace — 39 bis —

iH-03

/V ,

cf. Fig. 1 and PI. . The date of Pharnakes' death is fiot precisely knoirn

but ma;?- have fallen soon after 159. So it is likely enoi^h that no more help

came to the Athenians from this source, despite the emphasis, in their

application for support, on equal shares of honors for Nysa; she irfis a

Seleucid, and so might have been counted on as *ell disposed tovard Athens.

Thompson has suggested that the tiro later parts of the complex (of inferior

irorkmanship and partly of secondhand material) vere finally constructed by

06
the city of Athens out of its own resources. It would have become necessar^

to complete somehow the replacement of South Stoa I, to put it into working r

order.

\
\

\

\
\

\
\

\

X'

/

/

/' \

/• \
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.•/h«.t than -Kas tha principal function of South Stoa I, and of its raplaca-

Mnt? Given that Phamakaa had in 183 acquired two great centars of th
a grain

trada, it aeama likely that what ha would raplaca by a great new building,

and its annexes, would be tha Alphitopolia, wtere grain was sold. Thera saans

to be a fair probability that the Alphitopoli. was tha same building as the^

one referred to as "the long stoa", and certainly both South Stoa I and tha

Middle Stoa would, each in its time, qualify for this epithet, there bei
ing

no others in Athens nearly so long. For South Stoa I, a tentative identifi

cation with the Alphitopolis has already been proposed by both Tanderpool

67and Thompson. following the discovery, in one of the rooms, of an inscription

which had bean set up by tha Hatronomoi, and which records, inter alia, the

handing over of bronze measures for gVain. Thompson would accommodate grain

storage in the upper storey he proposed for the Stoa, which would face south

"on a imioh-used thoroughfare and (would be) readily accessible from the Piraeus

liate." Sven without theruipper storey, which remains a little conjectural.
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faatura of tha Indus Vallay granaries which raappears so ramar'cably in

Pargainon 1700 years later, and becomes a regular feature of the Roman granaries

80

throughout the Snpira, including Britain. ha have no actual parts of such a

floor from the "iddla Stoa. However it seams quite possible that there Tras one,

of
of wood, over most of the area tha building. Only at tha east and do wa

find tha floor laval preserved, for tha rest thara is a gap ^irregular) of a

mater or more between the top of tha building fill as found and tha stylobate

lavol above. Hera is at any rate space for such a floor and its alavation. (i>n

o'f «vcoh. or c. 1 ^ ^
the floo^wa may perhaps restore in imagination the wooden divisions^i of tha

long room into storage sections, such as are hypothesized, tentatively, for

tha Miletos Magazine. The remains of the Middle Stoa showed marks of strong

81
burning, an indication that there had been much wood construction.

!iany activities must have been involved in tha operation of a larva
O

municipal granary. They might tein have been accommodated, at least tempor-

/»

*rily, in Baotiona of tha partitionad interior of tha Mj^ddla Stoa. On the

other hand, one notes in tha Sast Building, in the long east room, certain

1
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Appendix 1: dated list of eponyms in Knidian stamps

This list is subject to adjustments as new information or understanding

permits us to correct and sharpen it. So it remains a work sheet; but one which <

should be of eceneral use since it is the only one of its kind in print. The names

with their date indications were sent in my letter of Saptamber 6, 1978, to P.M.

Fraser, to be entered only in their alphabetical positions in the lexicon of

Greek personal names which ha is preparing. On the lexicon, see JHS 108, 1982,

pp. 237-238. On its coverage, see the second paragraph. "Artefacts", listed as a

category separate from coins, etc., must include the many thousand amphora stamps

from studies of which this and other dated lists of eponyms and fabricants have

the lexicon
been contributed to j bv the editor's request.

17 A 188-167

IV B 167-146

V 146-108

VI A 107-98

VI B 97-88

See also footnote 54.

To explain the various indications JumidahwThBHi beside the names, I begin with the

date-equivalents expressed by Roman numerals; read "ca." with all figures:

III 220-188 B.C.
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rospacfcivaly to KT (Snidian Typa) 2178 and KT 2199. (For

Knidian sta-p Jjypas, saa xwm footnots 28.)

-A

. •>, ( • "*E]7rl 'ApxiTTTrfSCa b) 'AenvCTrTtou

'.vraabh baa

rhotographs of tha stap.ps oa 4 ara not yat availabla. Saa 7 and 3:
^ 'V

^7 is a duplicata of _4a; and^ is fro-u a variant typa Tiith tha sama raad-

ing and deyice as 4b. For the coatext of this amphora, and for various

j acknowledgments connected with its publication here, see footnote 34
and accompanying text. Ca. 220-210 B.C.

Knidian amphora from tha Grand Conglouo -.track sita naar Narsaillas,

no-.t in the L^uaaa Sora'ly in t'nat sity. It. 0.79, cf. F. 3anoi=:, "Amphoras

at cara-iioua da -"acava da ''arsaj-na," Gallla 12, 1954, ?. 39, with fig.4.

stamps mantionad, nor saan by ma, but jar was not clear of marina da-

posit. Photograph -waL takan Octobar 15, 1955, by permission of )i. Banoit.

3aa above text with footnote 35, and Appendix 3 on tha earlier and later

.tracks at tno sita. belongs to the earlier wreck, and its clcsor dating

depends on the nhodian in the aar.a group, also^a quantity of Gampanian

ware that was present; on the chronology of this class of pottery, saa

tha work of Jean-Paul Iforel referred to in Appendix 3. 3a, 210-200 3.C.

f
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6, Knidian araphora (1961 NAX iiOS) €ron ths Angalopoulou lot south

of tha Akropolis, axcavations of the Archaological Sarvico in 1961,

suparvisad by Sies^SscaSl-topHS^SS; tha jar is now housad .vith tha Angslo-

C(a.^

paulou Oollaobion, at 32 Parthanonos Straat. I an obligad toKanallo-

e s e

paulou for shoTring na this and athar niaterial froa jesr axcavations in 1961;

and to Patropoulakou for finding tha prasant storaga of tha jar and

taking supplanantary raoorda; and to J'rs. Angalopoulou for courtasias

to Mrs. Patropoulakou on this ocoasion; and to G. Dontaa for pa miss ion

tj publish it. Prasarved ht., 0.765 (tip nissing); diaaatar, 0.363, ^

ht. af handles, 0.245, 0.25. riar.dlaa bear aaoh an inprassion of XT 787

(dia l), of .vnioh tha reading is:

, 'etcI noXi(

9euqf)i6(

In the Lliddla Stoa filling thara -.vara 7 axanplas of this type (of

vihioh 9 is ona), also 41 nora handles dated by noXlouXTa

IloXfouxoq variously abbraviatad or in full, named by 7 nora fabricants.

I count 52 sxaicples on file of XT 787, tha greater part found in Athens,

but 2 in Corinth and 5 in Alexandria. The raading seens not to have been

cubliahad bafora, Ca. 190 3.C.
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•e:

K. Bittal, "Tha ^aitaan rarspactiva and t'.ia 'dan-an Archaaological Instifcuta,"

84, IQoO, pp. 211-211-• tha quotation U from ^2535 p. 875'. Tha papar naa raa;
«

by H. G. Gdtarbo-jTc at tha 3ighty-?irst ^anaral llaating of tha .Irchaaological Insti

tute of Amarica, in Boston, on Daca-.ber 23, 1973.

The nresent article was originally intended for the Festschrift j
for Homer Thompson, Hesperia Supplement TK. I hope he will accept it as ^

a further supplement to that volume. I am obliged to him for comments

on the manuscript which have resulted in various needed clarifications

in my text. I have profited also from helpful suggestions by other

readers, in particular W.B.Dinsmoor, Jr., P.M.W.Matheson, M.B.Wallace,

md and A. Boegehold; others are mentioned below. None of these

is responsible for my errors, or for my conclusions.

y
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In additioa to tha abbraviationa listad in AJA 82, 1378, on. ^-10, the
follovjin^ ara usad; - ., l

~ •^* 2.nd L. Talcotfc, Th^A.thaaian .^fora. XII, alack and

rjain Potbar;^ of tha_jta, 5th 3nd_4t_h_jj^^jr^5^^ Princaton 1570

ilt-m .CI7 rl. A. Thompson and R. Z. -.Vycharlay, Tha Athanian_j.rnr^^ XIv, Tha

A::ora of Athans , Princaton 1972.

Ae 3ra 'CCit 3. I. Rotroff, Tha Athanian Agora. JtXII, Hallanlatic Potta
ry;

Athenian and Inoortad 'doldnada Bq^tIs . Princaton 1
on 1982.

r.m L"n o ra a ^ • R. G race, A-iphor.9E and tha 7-nciant Ajna Trade, T
xcavations of tha

-thanian /-gora. Picture Book do. 6, r=^^isad aditicn Prirjcaton ^.979,

-oulton 1976 J. J. Coulton, Tha Architectural leT^l .-.he break Ct;

Oxford 1976.

baloB 27 '̂ raca and Sar^ratianou-Patropoulakou, "Chapitra XIV, Lea I

y"
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I
See Schuchhardt 1895, p. 423. For a recent discussion of the deposit, see

p/los 27, especially pp. 290-291. This publication. Chapter XIV of the',volume
on the Maison des Comediens on Delos, includes a general reviev of studies of

container emphoras and their stamps (usually on the handles) irith much biblio

graphy; see pp. 278-280 ffat for an introduction to the subject, or the reader

may just consult the pamphlet Amphoras, in particular the text accompanying

figures 21-25 in that unpaged booklet. Third century dates in Delos 27 should

be revised as indicated in Grace 1974, p. 200. Further on Grace 1974, see
3-2

belov, Appendix 2. Further on the Pergamon deposit, footnote S and accompanying

text; figures given have been somdvhat revised following corrections in 1

readings.

3 ' • /o
For apprsGlation still ftlt, sea Grace 1934, p. 200 with note 5; "^T

27, p. 278, last paragraph ®f aota.

4

F.r the handlas, b«« Grao. 1934, p.210, mss. 1-3. Oa the deposit,

24, 1955, p. 185 under ae. 25 (P. S. Cerbett); Agora XII. p. 393,

under H17 ; 5; Corbett cites the publication of the stamped handles. Dia-

ouaaien of the sub-group of Thnsian, Poyx, pp. 127 and 129 under b and c;

heetever theoo atampa weuld new bo dated about mid 4th century B.C.
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?or doounentatiti^? thffnlslratad itsra, catalogue below.
pp. iD - ^--^9 .

17

I. fig. 117, 76 A, 76 3. Eote a ceooad (unpubUsaed) e^acple

the oonbination: duplicatee of both eta:„pe ,,era found on a handle in the

...in.4a Grac3-r.arjiin in Alaxandria (A '̂ G 14S5).

16On the dynaetjr AapoHp<lrn,, 'Ap.aroHXng, AapoKpdrng 4

'Ap.atoHXaug, ai,., ^ ^f. 27. p. 230. nleo pp. 327-328 „„ien 266. ,

eleewncn, (e,e inde,. pp. 375. 376). On -IwnoKpdrn,. coe now /.Onnce apud e.

douoeb. fcatnoUagpjl^I^U^^

34-95, uniar A 3.

ot

n'obe that this 'AotCTTokXni- f „ i. t _nS (contanporary of iTcrcOHpclrr]<j ) is

the ean.teet to endone, Rhodian oinculan eta-pe with „se. but then, was at

i"»t one eanlien Rhodlan fabnioent of tni, nane. who wonbel .c-obabl, in. the

third quarter of the 3rd century ?.C. For a oubl^,'
or a puol^si-aa si^a-^p of hia, sea M.-Th.

Longer, al, 1957^ 164-165, no.83, .aao o f-"'rrim A ^
-ig* ^ UromArgoa). Praa initf •-•

the 'AptOTOKXng na-.ed in Mile loneent. a
Jle. longer e

cant of our 2,

not
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perhaps also of interest to shofl for ona nar.e the kind of evidanca available

as docdrr.antatioa for statarents on others.

20

Oraca 1S49, pi.19 and p. 186, no. 5; stanps, pi.20 and p. 187,

noa , 4-5j regrettably, the secondary stamp bata is not illustrated.

21

On two aponyms NlKQCJ'ClYc5pQl<j and rafarencaa to the two jars, see

-7, p. 306 under 0 15 lupcar paragraph). Capacity of the later jar

and comparative figures, cf. "The Com-ercial Amphorae fron the Antikythara

Shipwreck," TAPS 55, 1965, p.7, note 8; the jar is in the h'icosia liuseutn,

Cyprus, inv, no. CiC 198. The "boTiing out" of the hand''es results from

dra.ving them in below to accotnmodate to a slLrvsar body; cf. op.cit., p.6.

For the epigraphical date of an eponyn Nt HacraYc5pGC(^, saa C. Blinkenberg,

Lindos, Fouilles de I'Acropole 1902-1914. II, Inscriptions I,

^er'in and Copenhagen 1941, p.536, no. 246 (Nl xaaaY(5pa<5 *iTTKOxXeu*;) ;

123 a.G. ia the date attributed to him as priest of Athana I,India, cf. ibid.

p. 125, and the priesthood of ilalioa, which apparently he also held, would.

r«.s.ev.s^ prr.tably 'nave faPen shortly afterward; cursua honoruni In Rhodes,
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46

On tha Zancu "Groups, the aarliar and the later, sea nesparia 32,

1963, pp.319, 321-322 vfith note 9, 331 with note 25. Tha article is con-

cemad with anphora finds at Koroni in Attica, where axanplas of the

earlier Zenon Group ware found. TTith revised 3rd cantury dating, cf.

start offootnote 2above an^^Appandix 2below, one would like to accept an|[ ident
ification of tha Z8(non) of tha aarliar group with Zenon of Kaunas, agent

of Apollonios in Sgypt, although apparently he had not cone to Philadelphia

by 265 B.C. Cf. P.M. Fraser, Ptolairaic Alexandria II, Oxford 1972, p.236,

end of note 283; V.Grace and J.-Y. ilnpereur, "Un groupe d'anphorea

ptola-aiquas astampilleas," jul]_^bjji du Centanaira ISupplekant au BIFAO 3i)^

j- 1981, p. 426. Particularly interesting examples of the earlier group
have been found recently, some in an ancient wreck investigated by h

I George Bass. On these, see V.R.Grace, "Some Amphoras from a
Hellenistic Wreck," forthcoming in BOH Suppl. VIII. The later ^

J \

^enon Group .lay be connected with tha aarliar, although as., no context

fixes tha plain ZH( stamps aarliar than tha lata 3rd to early 2nd century

3.0.: in addition to the Middle Stoa context, wa -nav. an example in the

Pargamon deposit tno.1276), and ona from a filling in tha Stoa of Philip
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Brashinaky's data for Ciroup I ramainad the Sana tan years later, saa

p, 127 of his long useful article, "The Progress of '^raek Ceramic

2pigraphy in the USSR," Sirane XI, 1973, pp. 111-144. He also still dated

(loc.cit.) Group VI in the gacond half of the 2nd cantury.

53

Cf. Gj-akov 1929, p. 49.

.54

i;'a are much indebted to the late Dr. Brashinsky for information

raoaivad in letters as .Tall as for many offprints. Not long before hie

death he contributed the namas in Sinopaan stamps to tha Lexicon of

Graak Personal Names being prepared undar the auspices of the British

Academy, a largo contribution partly because of tha patronymics mentioned

above, irhich are othenrige rare in stamps. On the lexicon, see below,
first paragraph of Appendix 1,

For a fairly recent summary on work in this particular field, with
many references, cf. D.B.Shelov, op.cit.in footnote 15, pp.134-140. I
am obliged to P.M.W. Matheson for a translation of these pages, as of many
others useful to the present study. See also M.Lazaror, "Sinope et le
aarche ouest-Pentique,» Bull.Mus. Wat, de Varna YTV. 1978, pp.11-65. The
author reports, and adopts, the Sinopean chronology of the Soviet scholar
B. A. Vasilenko. I owe this information and reference to Fwan^oise Alabe.

^^Hesperia 23, 1954, p. 50. (h.A. Thompson).
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Cf Sotrofr's coHKiant on tha Pairaaus ciatarn. Agora XXII, op. 111-112.
4>'%3

on p. 112; the first two namas in tha a'^phabatical list should

thatread ^vgastratos and Aristion. i'iota also ih* Klaukratas (1st) has now baan

• » sat slightly aarliar. ITota Rotroff's final cotrunant, bottom of har p. 35, on the
date of the bogioning of long-petal bowls, "somewhat ambiguous evidence.f

On the Xenchreai material, see ^avarly Adamshack (correct the first name

on tha title page), aenchreal, 3astam Port of Corinth. IV. the Pottery, I.siden,

I 1973. Greek amphora stamps, pp. 25-41; tha 2nd century Knidian and I

Rhodian, nos. Gr. 60-63, 65-74. Tha author's introductory text, o. 2.
(

For more recent comment by Rotroff on the dotes of long-petal bo*ls,

see Tleaperia 52, 1983, pp.274—275, Trith note 67; she lists instances of

early experimentation. I think that before my present article, no close date

had been proposed for the latest stamps in the filling of the Stoa of

Attalos, hut just an end date of about mid—century. Emphasis has been

placed on the absence of long-petial pieces from this relatively small group

(the stamped handles are some 135 in contrast with 1500 from the Middle Stoa

filling); but the long-petal fragment P 20204 should he borne in aind, to

be attributed to the Stoa of Attalos filling, if not to an earlier level

beneath it, of. footnote 60 above.
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64Rostovtzeff, op.cit, in footnote 14, p. 630, Homer Thompson, in a

letter of March 1984,has queried Rostortzeff's description of Amisus and

Sinope as "very important centres of the grain trade", noting correctly

that these ports on the south coast of the Black Sea irere not (and are not)

backed by a grain-producing hinterland, but the great grain fields that vere

a major source for Athens lay to the north, in the region of the Bospotos

(Crimea), But presumably grain from the north irould be the chief product

carried south across the narrovest part of the Black Sea to the fine harbor

of Sinope, and then transshipped or carried further in the same bottoms, no li

doubt after payment of port taxes; see D, M. Robinson, "Ancient Sinope,"

AJP 27, 1906, especially pp, 136-137, Even ships xrhich irere not unloading

irould need to,^call for supplies, especially irater, of which Sinope had an

abundance,

Dur; bach, Choix d'inscriptions de Belos, Paris 1921, pp, 97-105,

no. 73, equals P. Roussel and M, Launey, Inscriptions de Belos, Paris

1926 no, 1497. Durrbach dated the inscription 172/1, For the redating

of the Athenioii archon named (Tychandros), see e.g. W,B.Binsmoor, The Archons

of Athens in the Hellenistic Age, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1931, p.260; and

S, Dow, Hesperia 4, 1935, p. 91. I am indebted to M. B. Wallace and J. S.

Trail! for numerous references and for the information r
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that the date 160/l59 3till holds. I thanh also 3. Tracy and M. .^albanlc for

nalpiul advice on foiTio of epigraphical rafarenca. Xone of these is of course

respondible for ray nistorical 5u.-5;e3tions in cor.naction v/ith the inscription.

It should possibly be mentioned that poorly preserved carts of thie

^crlption b^ve suggested to sore that PhrLmakea ' gift was intended

arurual contribution, hence perhaps the naLntananca of a festival. Gf. Durrbach,

p. 102. All tr^t seeiP^ clear, howevar, is that it was to be paid in

ins^allnenta (and was in arrears).

I
66Agora IIV, p. 68. Thorapson further suggested (loc. cit., tor of page)

that the vest end of the Middle 3toe itself may have been finished later

than the rest of the building, even "soon after the middle of the (2nd)

X

century". We have not however succeeded infinding ajay group of stamped |

handles from the attested construction fill (from within the foundations)

that supports this suggestion, i.e. that is later than the fill as a whole.

Naturally most of the handles came from toward the west end, where was the

greatest depth to he filled.

Ls in-

-o oe an

87

ora

i!s»£lrli37, 1963. pp. 75-76 (V,,!,,.,,,) '
r I, Jdiili. ?. 56, and ci . ^

?.76, nota 216 (Thorpson).
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B.U.Kingslay, "Tho Cap that survivad Alaxaadar," AJA 85, 1981, pp. 39-46;

and cf. D. B. Tho^ipson, 3fcrs^' Troy: tha Tarracotta Figurinos oT tho Kallanistic

Pariod. Supplap.antary IConograph 3, PrLncaton 1963, pp. 55-55, for a nice

su'nmary on this hat.

In objaotion to 3oyd's suggostion, it has baan pointad out that othsi-

draaks praoadad Alaxandar in tha aast, for inatanca tha Tan Thousajid

Caldar III, AJA 85, 1981, p.334). But this ms not an outfit praparad to

build cibias. Thay did pass tha ruins of NinaTah, and lanophon describes for

US its rar'arkabla Trails; but mostly tha rvay lay through primitivs -rillao-as.

dnginaaring -sas rathar coonon sense, such as & going upstraam in order to s-et

across an inpassabla river.

72

Boyd, _o£. cit.. p.89, nota 22.

73

Kicktnan 1971, p. 298.

74For pre-Roman granaries, cf. Rickman 1971, pp.252-257j Coulton 1976,
p.11} and references given by both. Arecently excavated second granary at (
Morgantinn has been reported* 87, 1983, p.226. For "royal" Macedonian
granaries in Chalkis destroyed by Antiochus III in 200 B.C., iee Livy IXII, 2"
7-8. Livy, writing in the time of Augustus, refers to the buildings as horre.
His text does not give us their shape. I ove the reference to M.B.Wallaee.
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for the building has baen found. But I laam from Tf.B. Dinsmoor, Jr., that

tha position of tha intarior supports of tha Middle Stna pracludas, or

praobically pracludas, a hip roof.

78

On pouring in grain at tha top and axtracting it frosi the bottom, hoppar-

fashion, saa our fuller inforaation from Sgypt, cf. Ricknan 1971, p. 298,

79

Ricknan 1971, pp. 8, 85, on avidanca at Ostia.

30

Ricknan 1971, p. 255. Thara ara fina raraina of tha granaries on

Jail.

81 I
3. p. 166; and cf. B. Dlnamocr, Jr., The Fropvlala tc th.

ith9njaii_Akr^olj^_I_,_ Pnin_,ton 1980, p. 35, note 1:
". . . . The fire that destroyed (the Middle otoa) eaa so intense that the inner
face of erery architectural member is terribly mutilated." I am obliged to i.lr. |
Dinsmoor for finding for me this published statement, ror th. sug-esticiof
wooden divisions in the Miletos Magasine, see -inacltfuss 1924. p. 177. The
author conolude, (pp. 158-169) th.t the building must have been destroyed by an
earthcuahe rather than a fire, since its resins show relatively litUe in th, way
of burning.



PUBUCATIONS COMMITTEE

American School of Classical Studies

c/o Institute for Advanced Study

Princeton, NJ 08540

Tel: (609) 734-8386/8387

September 4, 1984
Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
54 Souidias Street
OR-106 76 Athens

GREECE

Dear Miss Grace,

Marian asked me to write you a quick note to let
you know that your drawing arrived safely, via Jim
HcCredie,

Also I ch|(ecked your plate mounts as you had asked,
and they axe fine; everything seems to be just as you
had inten^ded, despite their travels.

^Sincerely youj^,

Ct cy (p ^^
^Laurie Roperts
Assistant to the Editor
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The original page of this letter -naB to have been posted this morning,

but last evening I received your letter of August 20.

I certainly amit with interest any commentB Professor Habicht may wish to

maVe on'my Twiddle Stoa article, but I think by this time it will be batter if he

reads it in print, rather than in its present somewhat tattered and half-mended

state: l) it will be much more smooth reading for him, thus disposing him to

possible acceptance, and 2) I am now nervous about the manuscript being carried

about, and such corrections as I have already sent to Marian losing their places,

or prints peeling off some mounted pdates and attaching themselves to others.

(There were some disasters in amphora plates in the Hellenistic number.)

On your third paragraph; please look again at the last paragraph of your

"anonymous" comment of 7.XI.83. A precise date for the building points to a

particular donor. The identification may vvell not look right to a historian just

yet. His picture of the period though based on all there is of ancient literature

and inscriptions, and the best of secondary sources, may need a bit of adjustment

when new evidence needs to be taken into account, such as the evidence of the

stamps. My Appendix 5 is concerned with a particular problem of this kind.

^
^ —U-JU j
3>^?oS ITS "XI ^X ^



THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone 609-734-8000

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES AugUSt 20, 198^

Dr Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
Athens Gr-10676

Greece

f?-o!

(•
Dear Virginia: '/pv

In writing the other day about Sally's paper on the Stoa Gutter Well I
didn't acknowledge your letter of April 9th. I have written to George Mylonas
trying to give him some idea of how much we respected, admired and loved both
Christina and Aristeides. I'm glad to see that Doreen has said some nice things
about them in the Summer 198^ Newsletter.

I'm sorry to learn from Marian that your Stoa article won't go into the ;
next number of Hesperia but 1 know that she is taking a sympathetic interest in 1 '
it. since there is now some margin in the timing would you like to have Chr.
Habicht look at the whole MS? So far he has known of your veiws only through(f\

Iconversation with me. In view of his longstanding interest in both Hellenistic i, ")
Athens and the Hellenistic kingdoms I'm confident that he would wish to be help-

/iful. But 1 await your reaction. H's Sather lectures on Pausanias are now in
press and he has agreed to give a paper on Pausanias before the Amer. Phil Soc.

About my own reaction to your Stoa article: please don't imagine that 1
am lacking in admiration for it. 1 think it is a marvellous demonstration of
the efficacy of the new tool you have created for the profession. 1 don't see
how anyone should now hesitate to accept your dating of the building. If 1 have
betrayed some scepticism about the identification of the donor it is only
because in view of the uncertainties of the age 1 feel that one might better
admit the possibility of the project having been initiated by one or other
alternate to your own favorite candidate.

We have just now learned of the death of Cecil Robertson. 1 had never
known her well, but well enough to realize that she was very essential to his
domestic happiness. I'm out of touch with the children; 1 do hope some of them
are close enough to Cambridge to be real props to their father. We recall
another tragedy suffered by the R. family in Cambridge: the death of Martin's
mother in a bombing attache in WW 11.
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You will be interested to know that Nan Agar has retired as Librarian of
the IAS after 19 years of very helpful service. Her successor, Elliott Shore,
is a young man whose own professional interests are in recent U.S. history \
(Ph.D.from B.M.C.) but who also has had real library training. He comes to us (H i, \
from Tempie University. Both he and his equally scholarly young wife have spent '
time in China and Taiwan, have learned the language and have done much research <
on China-U.S.A. relations. They are going to be a real asset to this little
community.

Our 50th anniversary was celebrated in splendid style at a dinner party
given by Pam Jr. and her four children over in Wayne, Pa. Among other delights
was the presentation of a "bouquet of balloons",—a brand new social phenomenon
in these parts!

Enough for Friday PM,—we look forward greatly to seeing you in October.

Love from us both.

Homer A. Thompson

0-• ! uf: >



ASOS Athens, Auf;ust 16, 1984

Dear liarian.

Thank you for your latter of August 3, and your postcard of August 8 ir 9,

I find you and your staff vonr competent indeed to be all ready with three otlier

articles to go into 1984 , 4. The authors will be happy too/ And v;e will hooe

you will have everything of my article ready ahead of time for the next number.
in available space in the .joumal.

If there is unexpeotodly a longer delay, you might like to send it back so that

I inserted the alterations and you did not have to,

I an seeing the McCredies tomoTrow, and will ask if they can take,this note

and the original drawing for Fig, 3, which I see is by Bill and not by Travloa,

I would send this because of .the opportunity, if they are willing, and because

you said tiie photocopy riad arrived somewiat battered. Bill was loth to have xi

the original go, but he packed it up liimself.

i(e liava been having some lovely cooling rain.

Yours,

it



Atnor.Sf August 7, 1984

Dear J/Iarian,

I enclose a further page of corrections for my Middle Stoa article,

started, and dated, on 3,VII1, The aclcnowledgments to the Egyptian

museun director are important because there is still a lot there I should

use, and every April a frenchman spends there absorbing the results of all

our work of classification, which he then gives out as his, and his clients

are surprised if I know about it too. I am not sure when the time may come

when permission mill no longer be given to me.

I have sent you a drawing - photocopy - of the actual state plan of the

west end of the Middle Stoa for my Fig. 3, also te*t to insert for that -

replacement for p. 71.- with c vering latter of July 31. I have still sore

days' further nulling together further revisions into a letter to you which
will include photocopies of revised pages. Most of this is due to difficulties
your readers had with various parts of the text. But of course, one change
necessitates others.

•lalcolm ifellaoo and Uai-olyn have gone to Budrum to aeadura araphoraa ?ron
the Hollanlstio Wreok found by Oaorga^ia.s. They oome in tno aiiae, which
makes them more interesting from the pt. of view of capacity.

Yours,
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J grace, corrections
3.VIII,84

Shorter corrections

p, 2 change E. Haspels to G,H,FiT.iiHa Haspels

p,53 fifth line from bottom, add ungueried - "all unqueried eponyms"
(Fossibly I corrected this before sanding the manuscript last September/)

p, 58 under EY1CPATH2, III, correct figure for Middle Stoa (i^TS) from 16' to 19,

p, 60 read A ^ III^ (MS 9) (coT-rected from 10)

add I-tl (MS 2)

p, 62 under J'lAliiliOZ, ,IV Aa correct figure for MS from 11 to 10

under HAIZTISaN, III " " " MS from 3 to 5

p, 67 line 4 continuing in same (short) oaragrapph, read:

On broup C, cf, now also her comnenta in Hesperia 52, 1983,

pp, 276-278,

p/ 85 at the bottom of the page, end of comment on 2, continue in same paragraph:
I am obliged to Dr, Yousseff El-Ghiriany for per^aission to publish
this amphora,

p, 92 at end of comment on 7, continuing in same paragraph, read;

For permission tp publish 7 and 8, I am obliged to Dr, Yousseff

Bl-Ghiriany.

p, 101 line 7, after "Appendix 4 above," continuing in the
g in the pame paragraph, read:

I'or to puonah 21, I to Dr.
Ghiriany,

A..- LtXi. ^ ^

< •. -'"'f ' ' j

. *(|
/• .y- w
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Aitierioan School of Claceioal Studiee
0 54 S-br)')t, Athena 106 76, Greece

July 31, 1904

V

Dear J.1arian, . -
/V

A -fcek a^o «o sent you a print of Tj^loa'a actual-state (l96u) plan/ of

the west end of th© Middle Stoa, v/ith the little terrace wall lying vwat of it

and crossing the well H IS ; 1, I would like this, or the essential fiart of it

for my article, to appear as my 2ig. 3. iteduotion as necessary, but the wall to

be big enough so that its character, .<'.th face to the west, is easy to see. I

enclose here a rough treeing of part of the dravdng, marked with the nar-a o£ the

well (H 13 ; 1) and a way of referring to the wall (X - X), I would be grateful

if you would enter tl 13 : 1 and X - X on the print of the drawing with your

architect's hand. It would probably be good also to tnark the D K A I N as I

have, as it is otherwise a caafusion, to us non-arohitects. It seems to n» that

for present purposes, and In view of reduction, the photosopy may be used instead

of the precious original drawing.

Caption for ?ic. 3:

i#est end of Middle atoa, from actual-stata plan, with well a 13 : 1 and

light retaining wall X - X, to the left,

I enclose also the necessary reTisiosi of my p. 71 to go with the addition of

Pig, 3. ifivii.lon and ad;'ed figure are both of course due to Homer's various

ooni'.enta on ray manuscript. also at one point suggested that I illustrate this

state plan.
they

1 have p nuraber of other replaceraeiit/ pages. Often ISa^ have Just had 3 or 4

lines replaced, coi-reoting an error disoovered later, or witn rone text believed

to be more clear and simple* ^his ought viot to bo a lot of trouble for you at
this stage, sinee you can .lust throw awey the prvgo or cancel leotlon you had

bsfora and use the new one.
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In the meenwhile I need to ask your help over my illustrations,

—1/^ ^ realize it would bo nicer to use an up to date general plan,
one whioh includes i'oikile, "Jut is there one, perhaps with you, that shows

the situation in tha 2nd century B.C.?

This is from Ap^org XIV, p. 67, ftp;,23. Is it necesaary to f3nd the

actual drawing? If so, is it with you?

The_jjle^_5. It has dawned upon me that these my have bean circulating among
those readers of yours, and they were not fastened down well enough to resist any
but respectful handling. vVould you please check them carefully with the photocopies
I sent, those that have the captions typed on, to see that each photo is in j.ts

place, and right side up? Agreat deal of time want into the selection and assembling
and arranging of these pictures; their final pattern is basic to the text, and has

a logic that will serve later for further reference. Captions and other markings

have also bean thought out. fou may romembar wo had some mishaps with amphora platos
in the doHenistic number. Later corrigenda notes are a courtesy, but can't give'"

back what is gone. I hope very much that the plates can start out with the first
one as a right one, so that the third is opposite the second, and the fsSth
IS opposite the fourth, as I stapled together the p&otooopies. I am a bit botoored

by the model in the fourth plate, how I see a quite different reconstruction of the
"Heliaia" in the new Bioture Book (see the midcle spread). Congratulations on
this very interesting new booklet.

For the title of my article, let us compromise on

the IIIUDIE STOA DATED RY AMiliORA LTAlIBS

This is a true promise to the r eader, although certainly an understatement in
various ways to be seen by various persoana. For the Middle btoa^x^p i°^th" most
serious and p-erorany-covering Pisce so far, and the title ,

Bfiouid point the reader
in that direction.
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I much regret that I have not succeeded in giving you the oorreotions as a

whole before this, as you shoild bave had them by July, and there are a lot

more than are enclosed here. One trouble was Sally Poberts, who also took time

from Carolyn Koehler that she should not liave. However, it must be said that by

this time in my life, everything takes very much longer thpn it did, and very

much longer than I can yet accept that it will. If, as I suppose, I have lost

a place in the last number of 1984, when is my next possibility? Please do not

go ahead without my corrections, which ara worth waiting for. Unfortunately I

have some other things to do, some of which are also urgent. So I would like to

'mow how things will fit with you.

Yours,

Virginia Grace

po. 02.



Miss Virginia R, Grace
American School of Classical Studies
$h Souidias Street
GR-»106 76 Athens
GREECE

Dear Virginia,

x| .o(

Augxist 3, I98U

To our great disappointment July has passed without
any sign of your article except for a somewhat battered
print of a plan that arrived on Monday,

It will inevitably take some time merely to give a
careful reading to your article and to type it into the
computer, proof read it, typeset it, send it to Athens and
have you proofread it there. We are now proceeding on the
ass\imption that there isn*t time to do this now; without
making the whole issue late. We are beginning to edit the
three articles that will replace yours in this issue.

If by any chance your article should arrive in the
next day or tw:o, I will make every effort to get it in, but
it will be difficult as my assistant will be on vacation and
will not have had a chance to go over it as she has the sub
stitutes, If there is absolutely no chance for it in this
volume, your article will go in the next as soon as we can
schedule it around the excavation reports.

In any case, I hope that all this delay means is that
(inevitably) it always takes longer to finish a manuscript
that one hopes, not that you have been beset by any special
problems,

Your^ truly.

[A^u-ha

Marian H, McAllister

I

]
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June 19SU
Miss Virginia R. Grace
American School of Classical Studies

Souidias Street

GR-106 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

The promise of your typescript for July is good news.
I think your suggestion of reference to the text of P.B. #6 q
is a good one, but we will have to make it quite full_. Too
bad we hadn't started adding the page numbers when it was
reprinted. The text doesn't "accompany" the illustrations
very closely. VJhat text there is, however, seems quite suf-
fieient^-dsewever, especially for a "picttire book".

The Committee apparently felt there was a good deal
more to be said (or argu^) about the bearing of the architecture,
coins, etc. which belong$roperly in the final publication
of the stoa. Please don^ contemplate more than the references

I I you have already included. Ttej^idjiot^^sk or ex^ect^xs
i ^i:y,cle to include all the argiSnents for"the ^fe, merely to

' include acknowledgements of any that might affect youBS. In
consequence, they did not want the title to suggest that all
dating criteria had been treated exhaustively in this particu
lar article.

We will need the index with the return of the galleys.
These days our proof looks very much like page proof, and
where there are no illustrations to be inserted, there will
be only minor shifts to avoid widowed lines. You will not see
page proof —there is never time—but we promise to check
very carefully,

I have not seen Sally Roberts' manuscript, although I
have talked to her about the illustrations. I cannot say
who will read it when I don't really know what it presents,
but now that Mary Moore is on the Committee, she should be
one of the readers. The Committee will certainly welcome
your opinion if there is a problem concerning amphoras.

Our present plan is to move into Mother's house and
sell ours, but nothing like this is ever simple. In any case,
this will account for my spare time for a while.

Yours

^ . ,
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" c2 to Dear I'tarian,
•H ffl S-i TJ
<« ,o o o

American School of ClasFical Studies
54 Swedias Street, Athens 106 76, Ureece

May 28, 1934

S I'" ^^ S- Thank you for yours of April 24. I hope to have everj/thinf; in your hands^ " I ,•H -H to [>.

i ^ I expression) bWuly. I think that what would pretty nearly do what
§4 " 2 c dueing?

*o " .p 2 ^ is needed in the way of cuing in the reader is to provide a reference in the
aS 5

M-S o^ >2 i^icture Book; the text accompanying figures 21 through 25. I can also refer
CD ®

I , ®I ulates of the article, with their captions. So, as you say, no need for
j.Ts, fioture Bkanotner appendix. 35 do really think you will find that bit of toxt^j {^ives what

as briefly and dearly as can be done. (Your reaction to that pamphlet
ai 3 fj -H

1 a ° a Shoe's, by the way: she complained bitterly about the
2; aJ aJ ttf P

03 0 c; ® cu amount of text it had, so expensive, she said, all those words.)
^ ®

'S g " I o played by the stamps in dating the building will be emphasized in
•ri O ^ "P

g.2=' M© the title, as you all wish. As to"other criteria which are not discussed."
"c " " P ^
a c g however, I have certainly meant to ignore none wi>ioh oould affect the dating.

r-i w t:

^ i S2f' doins and pottery are covered by references to recent definitive School publi
cs '" © 2
S cations, also liomer's accepted date for the building (Agora klV. p. 67), whioh
»3 J-i r-» O ^

I assume covers anything architeBtural style can be definite about. vYhat other
SS *^ © C

S .S 5 m) criteria had you in mind?
e e oto ^

Let me know at wiiat point you want my index. iYill I have page proof so as
•H S-i O •

I to to get the pages right?
© © to P

m ^ O

^ an:,d:hing of Sally Roberts' manuscript. 1 have
nd CJ ^ O

Si " oS ^ 8:.are, figuring out what to say to her. about
yj r—i aJ D-i

^11 gI' amphorae in tliat wonderful group. V'ftio will be her "first reader"?
I ^ mother, still wonderful, who "seems content

^ o° and makes no complaint." Bully for you that you manage to see her - and not ^ust
to look in - every day. It certainly makes a great difference to her. I hope
the fimiture, etc., can be kept until your s^jns are ready. Surely they will
want it then.

yours,
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Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
54 Souidias Street
GR-106 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

April 24, 1984

I am just now catching up on all the correspondence gen
erated by the spring meeting of the Publications Committee, and
your letter has arrived in time not to cross mine. All the com
ments and correspondence on your article reviewed at the
meeting. The consensus was much as you have stated in your
letter to HAT of which you enclosed a copy: this is an article,
not a definitive publication of the stoa, and it should be pub- ^
lished at the author'iS risk of adverse criticism, at least in j
regard to the conclusions,

We would like the note for the ignorant on amphora stamps
to state very simply that there may be two, one on each handle,
and what they might contain in the way of device or legend. The
Picture Book never states this in so many words but leaves it
to the reader to learn from the illustrations. It is fine to
give the references as you have them in footnote 2, but those
references are like the book on penguins: they tell you more
than you need to know, at least for the purpose of following
the article. At the risk of being simplistic, and certainly
numbering myself among the above-mentioned ignorant, I think
there are readers who think of one handle at a time and might
think a "pair" of stamps were on the same handle or were dupli
cates,, I realize this is like asking a numismatist to explain
obverse and reverse but those can be found in a dictionary, I
don't think we really need another appendix.

In regard to the title, the Committee would like it to
make clear that the discussion of the date is based on the stamps g
as there are other criteria which are not discussed and need /
not be as we have agreed that this is not a definitive publi
cation, Wjth all this, I have managed to schedule the article
for No, ATbut we will need your final changes in July, Is this
possible?

I will probably not be going ansrwhere this summer. Mother
has moved to a nursing home. She is physically well but has lost
much of her memory. She seems content and makes no complaint,
I will have to cope with the house and its contents, however,
a job made more difficult as my sons may want some of the things
someday but none of us can absorb much now and they are still
unsettled. Meanwhile I go to see Mother every day after work
and spend as much time as I can to play the recorded books for
her.

All best wishes,

Marian H, McAllister
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April 16, Id 84

Dear Marian,

aoner samowhat alams na by saying (letter of 22,11^

that my me. "api-eara to be moving along." Please do not

set up anything (or wlmtever one caVs it with modern

methoda) until I send you the improvements and correct-

jiona, I'ihon do you need to have them?

'tVhat are your plans for the suraner? Coming here?

I B <>1111 iim I Wniii i r i. rA
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Tl_ 3 Araericaa Scho il of Claasioal Studies
54 Swedias Street, Athena 106 76 Greece

April 9, 1984

Deer homer.

For your latter of u'^aroh ZZ, the addressaa requested are as follows;

Hoaemary Aahworth 0?
Frometheos 20 lii^ii?ih0E,22
i*\ariiusi

v'eorre A, iiylonae
OicHiyBou IS AiONYZOY
14562 ICaphissia

I had another talk ivith Miss Aahworth, According to "ner, Christina did not

fall, but imlked to her bed and lay down, and so died. Her last ninths had an

increase of oomfoirt, in that a nervous, difficult domestic assiatant, wno had been

impatient and unkind, left her (August 1985) and •wefi replaced by the ra''''yinp;

round of three persons viiho were very fond of her, and divided up the time so that

day or nijrht tnore vme always someone. .tith Miss A., Christina read the Branch

classics and had philosophical disouBsions, Mias A. p;reatly valued tne association,

now finds little to keep her in MerDusi, and may leave to live in sout lem France,

I snare your pleasure in thinkin'-; of Christina and Arieteides in their youth,

borne notes on your further remarks on my article^ As for why the honor in

beloB for a benefaction in Athens, I had thouf;ht that was covered in my text:

"Bronze Btntuee of both will be set up in belos, thus publicizing in a more Inter

national, tnough still Atnenian, setting the king's benefactions to Athens," I

•would say that the statues in your quadriga would be enougk for Athens, For canters

of the grain trade, 1 can say that you query hostovtzeff'a applyinF. tnis to Binope

and Araisus, since the main production was back of the north shore and its ports
from iuiatolia *rather thaiy^within reach of soutii snore ports, iJut I would suppose that grain from

the north would be the chief product carried across the narrowest part of the Black

Sea to the fine harbor of Sinope, and there transhipped or carried further in the

same bottoms no doubt after payment of port taxes: see DME pp. 136-137. (To your

observations on the relative lack of grain in the northern parts of Anatolia, 1 can
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add the facs'Jr that during the war in Ankam, bread was rationed, and when dining

out at Karpio's, that elegant restaurant, wo brought with us our own portions,

which were then nicely sliced and toasted and served bank to us.) iSven when the

grain ships ware not unloading at dinopa, they would need to call for supplies,

especially water, of which fc'inopo had an abundance, ^
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This was Davy's best publicatioh, wasn't it.
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® anybody can put a case for any one of them, perhaps they will afM:or my article
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cones out. We have seen that the reign of iaitiuchus IV started too late, if, as
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you told me, ProfesGor iiabicht aonept/s my chronology. As mentioned earlier I

wpuld like to know whotner he has himself read my article, or some parts of it,

otherwise, he might be considering the beleuoias without all the evidence now

available, See my appendix h, which tends to detach a group of insoriutiins from

A, IV and aurooiate them with A, III,

1 think we have to remember that this is just an article, and by no meane the

definitive publication of the twiddle btoa with all its architectural presentation.

The person who prepares the book will I hope talre serioup account of the article.

You may not have noi-ioed that it was written for you, and meant to -Ive a certain

amount of satisfaction, in the sane way, uhys darpenter, though writing very
nicely, clearly did not really onjoy the article I wrote for him; that time, it
was you who did.

Local e-xenta. Tee British boho .1 lecture did not have its following reception,
because there had just been the terrorist murder of the seoonfl officer at the Brit,
Council, ft -Ir, Whltty, whoso poor wife is left with four sona still at school. One
of his staff vwB shot at the same time (in the same car); she was a/ librarian whom
Uary Zelia had Icnown and y.Z, went to tier funeral, who does not mnage to go to so
many occasions. More cheerful; Marika Veioudiou suflflenly called on me here at
the Stoa one p.m. 901 and still the same character.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone 609-734-8000 j. , f i
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SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

•XO

Dr Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
Athens GR-106-76

Greece

A /M

/ £3 vJ cro l/ / 5

Dear Virginia: J '"I 6 2.

Many thanks for your recent letter with all its news good and bad. We
were saddened to learn of Christine Kyriakides^ death. She was a marvellous
person, a rare blend of the distinguished and Che lovely, a very happy match for
Aristeides. When next you write could you give us the address of her nephew,
George Mylonas, also of Miss Ashworth^ I have asked Doreen to see that some
mention of the Kyriakides' should appear in the next Newsletter.

Your MS appears to be moving along. Marian has asked me to comment on
your comments of 2.XI.84. I have little to add, but will put down these few
thoughts.

Noone, I imagine, will seriously question your date for the inception of
contruction, but I don't think you need to put your neck out so far by insisting
so firmly on Pharnakes. The conjunction of dates and the tenor of the Delos
inscription do admittedly make this attribution attractive. But there are dif
ficulties. Why, for instance, should Pharnakes and his lady have been honored

jOn Delos for a benefaction that so obviously concerned the citv of Athens
^itself?

More serious for your argument in its present form is the lack of hard
evidence for the importance of Pontus as a source of grain either before or
after the takeover of Sinope. Rostovtzeff is misleading on this point. None

l^im stands up to close scrutiny. The Black Sea was of
course a major source of grain for Athens, but this grain was grown in the

.region of the Bosporos, i.e. the Crimea. The south coast was rich in many
products: minerals, timber, fine earth, fish, etc., but DMR in his Ancient
Sinope (1906) p. 139 listed grain only very summarily among his "minor items"

of

r

= 1. - o-"——"-'"-J J auxvri.i.g 11J.O UlJ-llUL XLeinSand noted that on one occasion Sinope was relieved from famine by a supply of
corn from a Ptolemy (op. ci^. p. 135, n. 12). From reading Strabo and modern

- ^ f - -.^-5 ... u»i-j.<xuu clukx uiuuernaccounts of the region and from what I myself observed long ago in driving to
Bogazkby I have the impression of a pleasant land with plenty of orchards,
flocks and small farms but without the fertile plains needed for the production
of grain on any scale. 0^

^ fif ^

D

}

^•-1-c. ^

j 'a. ,...44 ^ t

v-i
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opinion you should at least mention other possible donors. As I
. V^xvi)' noted earlier, Chr. Habicht thinks the Seleucids should be considered. For my

own part I have always been intrigued by certain architectural similarities bet-
, ween^the Middle Stoa and the temples and tombs of Ptolemaic Egypt, e.g. the

^ unabshed use of unfluted columns and the free use of high screen walls between
J _ < I columns.

•J
About the overall plan for the "modernization" of the Agora: I continue to

feel that the program was fairly carefully thought out in advance. I did, of
course, point out long ago that the orientation of the Middle Stoa and of the
whole South Square was derived from the "Heliaia". But I have also been struck
by the observation that just as the completion of the west end of the Middle
Stoa seems to have been delayed to allow the continuing use of the older
buildings in that area, so too the replacement of South Stoa I with its many
rooms by South Stoa II was coordinated with the provision of new space in the
Stoa of Attains. To me these considerations suggest long-range planning, but
beyond that I wouldn't venture.

I hope that spring is as much in evidence with you as with us. Our bulbs
are pushing up everywhere alongside the last(?) remnants of snow drifts. Many
grackles and a few robins have ventured back, and most wild geese have taken off
for the north.

V \

Id ."tit-,

Love and best wishes.

Homer A. Thompson

cc M.H.M. Si&v-
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. i 2.II.84

'Totes on Thompson's Commentary of 7.XI.83 as reader of
VG's Middle Stoa piece

and on his covering latter of 19.XII.83

A new title will be triad. However, in this article the date of the Stoa

is not secondary; it is central. The group of stamps presented are from the

construction filling of the Stos, and it is as such that they are examined for

date. The point of the article is tnat a building has bean dated by the stamps

in its building fill, and then that a reasonable identification of the building

- i.e. as Hhamakes' gift known in the inscription - confirms and sharpens the

date. See p.4 of the manuscript, where all this is set forth aa the aim, and

then pp. 37-38, where the performance is sum. ed up. Although other kinds of

evidence, such as architectural style, may help in a general way, they cannot

date closely; cf. p.5 of Thompson's Gom'̂ ientary. Foh this particular period in

Athens, even local coins cannot distinguish between fills of ca. 180 and 150 BC»

apparently new types were not issued.

Tho greater part of the relatively long text to the stamps is required because

the material is difficult and complex, i.e. the material on v/hich their dating

is based. Some clarification of this text is taking place, wita helpful advice;

for one thing it will be recommended that the reader look at the plates and read

their captions, begin ing when he gets to about p.10 of the typescript.

It is true, however, that there is quite a lot of extra information on amphora

stamps in the nrticle. It is not vary systematic, but when my documentation

brought me to what I now recognized as a mistake or a muddle in existing publi

cations, it semed bast to correct or clarify the errors and confusion, tii rather

than leave them to a doubtful future. ISasy enough to replace wrong restorations

in the readings in my first stamp publication (1934) made whan I had little

background. But tough, and it took much time, to present la'clear statement on
the evidence to be extracted from Russian publications on the chronology of

Sinopean stamps footnotes 50»54 '̂ ' this stuff is actually in footnotes
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or appendices, and can be skipped by the reader who does not need it. But these

texts probably read more easily than the ain text, since they are more limited.

On "any considerable break in the building program," I don't need, actually,

to discuss this hare (footnote 66). It will simply be stated that we ware unable

to identify a group of stamps from the west end of the attested eonstruction fill

(from within the foundations) that was later than the fill as a whole. Naturally

ijost of the handles came from toward the west end, where was the greatest depth

to be filled.

For the lit'.le wall west of the Stoa, tha* actual state plan shows it as

having a face to the west, and no face at all on its east side, so it apparently

cannot be freestanding. vVhere it draws closest to the west side of the Stoa (to

which it is only roughly parallel), there is only about a meter and a half between

the inside of the little wall and the outside of the Stoa. ,(ould this be wide

enough for the road? It seems comfortable for men working around the lower feet

of the scaffolding that straddles the oolJnnade. As for whether the bottom

course of which we have part indicates a retaining wall heavy enough to take an

earth terrace, a) its closeness to the Stoa limits the thrust of whatever earth

filling it would need to hold, especially as b) we don't know how high up the

filling want, perhaps only half way. Any height would help, and a minimum

needed would be a level bottom prepared on those slopes to take the feet of the

scaffolding and of the workers.

On the identification of the building, I agree that the Alphitopolis should

be "on the border of the Agora, near the Feiraeus road," and that is where

Thompson sugrests the original one was (South Stoa I), and I suggest its successor

also was, the Middle Stoa complex, including South Stoa II. For Sinope as a

very important centre of the grain trade." see my quote from Rostovtzeff (type-

script, p.3^. It seams there ware a lot of exports of grain from that area to
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Athens: I noticed John Camp's mention, heeperia 45. 1974, pp. 323-324, and he

has referred me to Demosthenes, Loeb vol.1, p.513, "Wow the com that comes to

our parts from the Black Sea is equal to the whole amount from all other places

of export" (Against Leptines. 31)• also Loeb vol.IV, p.261 (Against Phormio.

36-37).

For attention to appearances in such buildings, compare the south facade of

the Hiletos "Magazine" with its engaged colums, cm its only wall not concealed

by neighboring buildings. For those who used these facilities, apparently they

were more like banks than bams. Cgr^ainly this was so in iiigypt. Com Exchange.

For the kleroteria found near the Middle Stoa, I understand from Alan Boege-

hold that they are not of the kind used to select jurors 5 at any rate that this

is true of most of them.

On Thompson's letter of 19.XII.83, I was of course disappointed to find

cancelled the good final paragraph of the earlier anonymous Commentary. I am not

quite clear whether Professor Habicht had actually read any of the text of my

article. I do not see how he could accept the data, 183, and yet suggest Antiochos

IV as the donor, who did not become king until 175. Phamakes did not always have

"means or motivation" but 183 is when he did.

Finally, now that the Stoas are no longer thought to be closely contemporary,

but a generation apart, perhaps we do not need to look for a donor for the Middle

Gtoa who would be on particularly friendly terms with Attalos II or his family.

The Middle Stoa (or "South Square") complex took its orientation from the "Heiiaia",
of. Agora XIV, pp.65-66. I would think wo could guess that it was Attalos's

architects, no doubt in consultation with Athenian colleagues, who planned the fine

relationship of his Stoa with the long one already laid out when they started, '

VG

Copy to ttarian MoAllister '
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•'VdUMiss Virginia Gface _ ^
American School'of ;-Classical Studies
5U Souidias Streat tf ^
GR-106 76 Athens
GREECE

Dear Virginia,

I am sorry about the undated material. It must have Ipeen
the photocopies promised in the letter December 22, And yes,
your subheadings have been received, I have not reviewed them
wilJi the text, but I assume they will be what I had in mind, I
had expected to have to supply them myself, but this is, of
course, much better,

Sw. I have nothing else to send you. The other comments were
,3 made in the course of the Committee meeting or by telephone.
^ comment on the index made in September was entirely correct; we

do not normally publish special indexes. There is an epigraphic
index in each volume, as you know, and a general index which we
really hope to get printed one of these days. That seems to the
Committee to be sufficient. It later occurred to me, however,
that if we could schedule your article in No, U, much of your
index would there anyway in the annual one. Consequently, I now
suggest, and am sure John Traill would agree, that we print
yours with the article, where it will be immediately available
to those with offprints, and put the notice in the annual index
for subscribers.

The "readers" had the whole manuscript and as much time
as they wanted. The first reader had it for at least two weeks,
but of course I have no way of knowing how much time was spent,

I like your idea of the additional appendix to explain
the intricacies of amphora stamps, I think you have a problem
that numismatists do not in that the coins are not attached
to anything. The neophyte really does not know how many
stamps and of what sort may be expected on one amphora, and
whether the stamps on the two handles would be the same or

^ different. Were they stamped twice in case of breakage?

The Committee including the Edi |̂jr is all for prating
all the bits of wisdom contained in your article, but it would
be better to have a title that would reveal at least a hint of
the treasTxres within. We don't want the Rapid Reader to be
unaware of what he may be missing, I am generally against the
three-or-more-line titles that anthropologists love, but in^
this case a sub-title might be a good idea, What^do you think?
The Stoa, although it may have been the raison d'etre, has^
really become an application of the studies of the stamps in
the fill, and it seems not to deserve top billing. Therefore,
perhaps you could have a general "Studies" sort of main title
with the Stoa in the "as seen in" sub-title. Naturally, the
main title should be as specific as possible while remaining
inclusive of the material within.

Sincerely yours.
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American School of Classical Studies
54 S^vadias Street, At ens 106-76, C-rcce

January 16, 1984

Dear Marian,

Thank you ver^ much for your various bulletins on my Middle Stoa artisle.

As there seem to be gaps in my information, I list here our correspondence as I

have it;

Yours of Sept. 28, acknowledging receipt of the manuscript (via J4m McGredie).

In this you recommend subheadings, also some introductory material in a footnote,

and you tell me iiesperia does not publish indexes with articles.

Mine of Oct.? acknowledging the above, and detailing need for an index.

Your card of Oct. 27, saying the Committee had accepted my article for publ.

My letter of Oct. 27, providing the subheadings asked for in yours

of Sept. 28 - have you received this? I have not heard.

"ine of Deo. 9, mostly inquiry.

hat's of Dec.19, enclosing his original anonymous comment, with a niae last

paragraph, but cancelling this last in the covering letter, after talking with

Drof. Habichtj enclosed also several pages from a work of Habicht's now in press.

The secretary had pdt all this into too small and too flimsy an envelope. The P.O.
now

here had put the whole thing, with envoiopey^open at the end, into a plastic envelope,

So this letter reached me after yours of iJeo^22.

Yours of Dec.22, placing my article in number 4, mentioning op'nions of readers,

and mentioning arrangements for the index. I think it would be fine to have my
index printed vKith - in - my article, and a notice referring to it placed with the

epigraphioal index at the end of the volume, but this mention of yours suggests

to me that I am missing a letter from you, because the last time you spoke of the

index, you told me we couldn't have one. (fours of Sept.28.) Also suggesting a
gap in our oorrespondenoe; H^e^ou received the subheadings I sent Oct. 27, and

do they do the trick?
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"the comments of the first reader", undated, annotated witti helpful comments

by yourself, also undated, a''l in an envelope that ms never cancelled - was it

broup;ht by hand? Be kind to me, and do put dates of writing.

Now there are more comments by other readers, and could you please send me

photocopies of those, even if you do not have time to write comments on them? I

would be glad to see all of them, I would be interested to know whether you gave

them the whole manyscript, down through appendixes and catalogue, and then how

much time for instance the "first reader" had to get through this. All tiis is

new to me.

As for the "succindt footnote" asked for in your letter of bapt. 28, and more

pr less referred to in later letters: waen I thought where should such an introductory

piece of text be inserted, I decided it should go into footnote 2, and then I saw

that I had already given references there for an introduction to the subject; in fact

I do in most articles, although for instance numismatists don't seem to feel any

particular obligation to go on explaining themselves. 1 am thinking that for this

article I could put a reference in footnote 2 to one more appendix, no.6, which

would be at least a page long, to provide what you think woulfl go into that succintt

foolmote. The material is too difficult and varied and complicated to be simplified

in short space. But I think that in a page or two, when I have read what the readers

all say (not a su'i ary of what they say, but ail), I can perhaps "answer all their need "
It is quite true that there has been included a lot of information that could be

thought of as extra. NAT says that this is "to update the author's views on various

types of amphorae." You can put it that way, but in fact when you need to refer to

some statement, whether by VG or by some Russian, etc., and you see it is wrong, and

you don't know how much working time is left for VG, and you know it may be YiiARS

before anybody else is competent to correct it, well, you think it should be cleared

up right now. i.Iost of this is in footnotes, appendixes, etc. I think, so the Rapid
Reader can skip it, not so?

^ wi'l write to tlAT. iiappy New Year yourself.
Yours,
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Report Ties High Profits
To PoorPentagon Audits

By Fred Hiatt ' ^
[Vashington Post Senice

WASHINGTON — Military
contractors are making millionsof
dollars in excess profits because
Defense Department auditors are
not attentive enough and do not
punish companies thatovercharge,
according to an internal report by
the Pentagon's assistant inspector
general.

For example, the report stated,
the manufacturer of army Black-
hawk helicopters used Pentagon
audits to persuade the company's
subcontractors to lower prices by
as much as $40.8 million. But the
army signed its contract with the
prime manufacturer, Sikorsky Air
craft, before completing those au
dits, and thus did not benefit from
the lower costs, according to the
report.

The case is typical of "minimal
or nonexistent" attention paid by
Pentagon auditors to prices
charged by subcontractors, which
account for about half of the Penta
gon's multibillion-dollar procure
ment bills, the report said.

In addition, the report said that
the Pentagon's"soft approach" to
ward contractors with a history of
overcharging "has resulted in un
necessary expenditure of millions
of dollars."

Submitted last month by James
H.Curry, assistant inspector gener-

^aLfor audit policy and oversight^
trie report ekartunM nine weapon!
systems wortli $5.5 billion. In six of '
them, prime contractors failed to
provide — and Pentagon officials
failed to demand — information
needed to justify subcontract
prices, the report said.

"As a result, there can be no
assurance that the prices negotiat
ed ... were fair and reasonable,"
the report concluded.

The report is likely to fuel criti
cism by members of Congress seek
ing to trim the Defense Depart-
ment's,$305-billion budget request
for the 1985fiscal year. A top Pen
tagon official urged last fall "that
the report be withdrawn" before it —I
could be completedand published.

"This report causes us great con
cern," Mary Ann Gilleece, deputy
undersecretary for acquisition
management, wrote in a memo in

7November. "It is replete with non-
•factual data Even draft reports,
containing the magnitude of errors
such as this one, can cause great
damage to the department."

Authors of the report said they
had corrected several minor errors
and noted that it was not intended
to be a formal audit. In a response
to the undersecretary, theysaid the
hulk of their report is accurate.

Upon request Tuesday, the De-
Tense Department released the re
port, the Gilleece memo and the

response by the inspector general's
office.

The report praised the navy for
the contract it negotiated for pro
curement of F-14 fighter jets, one
of the nine weapon systems the
report examined. The navysent au
ditors to major subcontractors be
fore negotiating its prime contract
and so could calculate what it con
sidered a reasonable price for the j
plane.

There were no other success sto
ries among the nine systems exam-1
ined.

7.
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Page 2

or, at least, explanation of how the author arrived at herconclusions is required. ^
Pages 10 and 11 have ntgthodolog/ical problems. The choice of

188 seems arbitrary. How, moreover, do we know that we have a
complete set of eponyms for the years in question?

?<b,o3

' ,The-d-i-^ussion of the Knidian eponyms on pages 17ff. needs ^ ^
(toaiAfliiamatter. Furthermore, would the names of local

garrison commanders be used on amphoras manufactured in Knido:
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PUBLICATIONS COMHITTEE

AMeRICAN 8CHOOU OF CLASSICAL STUDIES

OfO INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. N. J. 06040

Miss Virginia Grace
Ansrican School of Classical Studies

5U Souidias Street
GR-IO6 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

V-^

lO •

December 22, 19o3

By the time this reaches you, you will have had I^r, Thompson's letter.
His remark about the possible press date of your article sounds pretty dis-
couragingj it all depends on how you look at it. After a year with few con
tributions, perhaps because so many regulars t^ere writing for the Festschriften,
we are in a year with many excavation reports, some quite long. For this
reason, I cannot place your article until number U, but unless someone produces
a report from a forgotten site, I see no reason why we can't schedule it there.

As I have a tendency to postpone everything that isn't an emergency, I
have put off writing what I knew would be a long letter, I wanted to have the
time to comment on the various opinions that the readers gave. Now I have
stayed after the Institute library is technically closed for UBie holidays and
cannot make a photocopy of the readers' commentsj they may have to follow after
this letter in January, r -i-

The readers echoed the remarks that I made to my letter written in
September before the meeting concerning some explanatory footnote to help
the reader unfamiliar with the mechanics of amphora stampingi^ I agree with
Mro Thompson that the paper should be retitled to place the proper emphasis
on the stamps, the stoa to be given second billing.

A thought on the index. If the article is in No, U, where the annual
epigraphical index is printed, could the latter simply contain a notice re
ferring to the index printed with your article? Or vice versa? The fact
that the two are in the same issue should work to our benefit.

Please accept this: incomplete dispatch as a promissory note, J will
get everything off to you early in January,

Best wishes for the New Year
and any remaining holidays in iyfl

L-ST
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Studies

Parian asked me to look at your MS
:er" for the Publications Committee,

mments in an anonymous form. Since
j go to press very soon you may

•ions. For this reason, and with ^ ,
•se a copyp^f my comments.

.emo will speak for itself. I should
g it I have talked with Christian
f the Middle Stoa. While accepting
it Pharnakes as the builder, doubting
:uate means or motivation. H. would
as a candidate, most likety Antiochos IV,
s strengthened, in Habicht's opinion,

^.ntiochos, while still a prince, was
i 178/7 B.C. not only from 176/5 B.C.

V. Tracy Hesp. 51, 1982, pp. 60-62.
piece by P. Callaghan on the famous

S.A. 1981, pp. 51ff.

: another royal benefaction as an in-
toward Athens: the gift of silver for
fe of Antiochos III: I 5344, Hesp.
imuch as Habicht has done the chapter
edition of the CAH, and is also far
Hellenistic Athens which will cover

^respect his views.

I

.e Middle Stoa was clearly the first
carefully studied remodelling of the

actors basic to the new design was
Middle Stoa and the Stoa of Attalos,

n the mind of the master planner
are the two buildings precisely at
they were also placed in such a way
e terraces was at almost exactly the
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THE INSTITOTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone 609-734-8000

SCHOOL OFHISTORICAL STUDIES De c ember 19, 1983

Dr Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies

Athens GR-106-76

GREECE

Dear Virginia:

Away back in the fall Marian asked me to look at your MS
on the Middle Stoa as a "reader" for the Publications Committee.
I did so, and submitted my coiranents in an anonymous form. Since
your article is not likely to go to press very soon you may i /U
have time to consider suggestions. For this reason, and with v V i,
Marian's concurrence, I enclose a copy^f my comments. '

For the most part this memo will speak for itself. I should
add, however, that since writing it I have talked with Christian

3> Habicht about the authorship of the Middle Stoa. While accepting
. >7" "^^te he is sceptical about Pharnakes as the builder, dbubting^whether P. would have had adequate means or motivation. H. would

\ ^ , prefer to think of a Seleucid as a candidate, most likeify Antiochos IV,
This probability is strengthened, in Habicht's opinion,

recent discovery that Antiochos, while still a prince, was
W resident in Athens as early as 178/7 B.C. not only from 176/5 B.C.

- as previously believed. Cf. S. V. Tracy Hesp. 51, 1982, pp. 60-62.
will also have in mind the piece by P. Callaghan on the famous

Medusa of the South Wall in B.S.A. 1981, pp. 51ff.
r- ^ t

Let me remind you too of another royal benefaction as an in-
> dication of Seleucid attitude toward Athens: the gift of silver forthe Tholos made by Laodike, wife of Antiochos III: I 5344, Hesp.

'i.-'ki/ Suppl. IV, pp. 144 —146. In asmuch as Habicht has done the chapter
, on the Seleucids for the next edition of the CAH, and is also far

along with his next volume on Hellenistic Athens which will cover
the 2nd cent., I feel bound to respect his views.

Just one more point: the Middle Stoa was clearly the first
element in a far reaching and carefully studied remodelling of the
Athenian Agora. One of the factors basic to the new design was
the relationship between the Middle Stoa and the Stoa of Attalos,
both of which must have been in the mind of the master planner
from the beginning. Not only are the two buildings precisely at
right angles to one another,—they were also placed in such a way
that access to their respective terraces was at almost exactly the



same level, and the entrances were conveniently opposite one
another. This implies long-range planning, initiated and directed
in all probability by Athenians. But it also suggests very strongly
a friendly relationship between the two donors. Some rivalry may
be inferred from a comparison of the architectural style, notably
in the use in the Stoa of Attalos of marble rather than poros and
of fluted rather than unfluted columns. But this may be the con
sequences of friendly rivalry, or even of changing fashions.

The point of all this is that a relationship between donors
of the kind envisaged above is easy to imagine between the Per-
gamenes and Antiochos IV, but hard to regard as possible between
Pharnakes and the Pergamenes.

Despite all this sceptism and these questionings let me say
again how much I admired the way you have narrowed down the date
of the beginning of one of the greatest known programs in the
remodelling of an ancient city.

All the best and a Merry Xmas.

Yours ever.

Homer A. Thompson

cc M.H. McAllister
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V. Grace~ON THE MIDDLE STOA IN ATHENS: DATE AND FUNCTION

X

General Comments

The title of the paper is misleading. In the text major

emphasis is put on the amphorae, partly to present the large group

of handles from the Stoa fill, partly to up-date the author's views

on various types of amphorae. The date and function of the Stoa are

secondary. This duality should be evident in the title which might

be changed to read say:"Amphorae from the Middle Stoa: their bearing

on its Date and Attribution."

At some point near the beginning of the paper it should be made

clear that the amphorae, important though they are, constitute only

one of several cri.teria for the dating of the building. Any defini

tive study of the history of the Stoa must also take into account

its architectural style, its topographical relation to the Stoa of

Attalos, its chronological relation in terms of material and design

with the two Pergamene stoas in Athens, the relation between the

Middle Stoa and the enlarged version of the Stoa of Philip on Delos.

Details, chiefly architectural

t ) The author has questioned the idea of any considerable break in
the building program. But even a cursory study of the ruins will

indicate clearly that construction started at the east end, was

carried westward as far as the second interior pier from the west

end and there was halted. When work was resumed the conglomerate
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used in the main foundations was of a quite different kind and

presumably drawn from a different quarry; the lower foundations

for the curtain wall between the inner piers were made of large

conglomerate blocks instead of rubble stonework as in parts

farther east; the construction of the outer foundations to north,

south and west shows gross carelessnes, in striking contrast to

the excellent workmanship evident in the main part of the Stoa.

These important differences are best explained on the assumption

of a considerable lapse of time.

The reason for the hiatus in the building program is con

jectural; one may suspect a temporary "interruption in money

flow." On the other hand the reason for stopping work on the

foundations at the point indicated above was to spare the older

buildings to the west and the important north-south road bordered

by the two Agora horoi which are still situ. On the resumption

of work on the Stoa the old buildings were demolished and the road

A was shifted to run along the west end of the Stoa. In its new

ivX̂ location the road was bordered on its west side by a roughly built,

. ^ free-standing wall the lowest course of which remains in place.

This course of stones was quite unsuited for the support of

scaffolding as suggested in the text.

, Among the re-used material employed in this wall was a block

of limestone removed from the north entrance to the "Heliaia" which

I was evidently dismantled, along with the nearby klepsydra, at the

-§S OS-
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time of the resumption of work on the Stoa. It was undoubtedly

in this late phase of construction that the little settling base

at the northwest corner of the "Heliaia" was abandoned and filled.

The long-petalled M^garian bowl found in that basin should there

fore be associated with this same late phase in the building

program.

Nor was the building program ever fully completed in this

area. Retaining walls intended to support the west end of the

earth fill between the Stoa and "Heliaia" were begun but never

finished, and the stairway that would have led up from the north-

V south road to the area between the two buildings was not even
- V 0 - ^

'

• I begun.

Purpose

The author favors the hypothesis that the Middle Stoa was

"a large municipal granary," perhaps the Stoa Alphitopolis. This

idea seems to stem chieTly from the assumption that the probable

donor of the Middle Stoa, Pharnakes, was "a great grain merchant."

But is there any evidence for extensive exports of grain from

Pontos or Sinope to Athens or to any other place? Neither the

location nor the design of the Stoa gives any support to the

hypothesis. A building for either the storage or the retail sale

.A of grain would undoubtedly have been placed on the border of the

p- ^ Agora or Just outside rather than near its very middle. For the

design and construction of more or less contemporary storage buildins



one looks to the arsenals of Pergamon. These were utterly simple,

utilitarian structures, their most striking feature being an

elevated wooden floor supported on low stone walls. The Middle

Stoawas an austerely handsome building, and enough of its interior

remains to permit one to say categorically that it had no such

floor and no transverse walls to form compartments above floor level.

The flour mills found to the east of the Stoa give no support to

the hypothesis since they date from the 5th century A.D., nor has

any predecessor been found in the area.

We shall probably never know with certainty the purpose or

purposes served by the Middle Stoa. In the present state of our

knowledge it seems probable that it was intended primarily as a

public promenade with screen walls between the columns over part

of its length to provide shelter against inclement weather. The

discovery of a number of kleroteria at the foot of its terrace

wall is an indication that this stoa, like the Stoa Poikile, might

have been used on occasion if not regularly for meetings of lawcourts.

Illustrations

To illustrate the history of the building program of the Stoa

what is needed is an actual state plan of the west end and its en

virons,— an up-dated version of the actual state plan of the South

Square done by J. Travlos in I966.

PI. 5 is irrelevant in view of the explanation given above

for the rough foundation to the west of the west end of the Stoa.
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5.

Importance of the study

The author's conclusions regarding the date of the Middle

Stoa are of capital importance. Although there has for long been

a general consensus that this building, like the Stoa of Attalos,

was a royal benefaction dating from the first half of the 2nd cen

tury B.C. the more precise date derived from the amphorae reduces

the number of possible donors to a very short list of which

Pharnakes of Pontos is much the most probable. The Stoa thus

becomes another very impressive testimony to the regard in which

Athens was held at this time.

11
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ATTierican School of Cla-ssi-al Studies

54 Swedias Street, Athena 105-55
Graace

December 9, 1983

Dear Marian,

By kindness of a traveller, this note comes chiefly to let you know that I

have not heard from you since your card of Oct.27, in which you said you would be

writinp: later. I also wrote to you on Oct. 27, and said I would be writing later,

but I have not. This is largely owing to an absurd bjrb tiresome happening: I was

apparently deprived quite suddenly of permission to publish material in Rhodes

that was central to my next Khodian publication, worked on for years and years,

and coming in some sense to a climax. One of my "clients" wanted to publish it

himself. By kind help from the present ephor, this seems to have been cleared

up, but it was an upset and a waste of time.

I will be sending the corrections, etc., but would be glad to hear from you,

for instance about the likely number of Besperia for my article. I should send

an index, say for John Traill to use; Meritt entered ASI02, I think in the 1953

volume, as a month, whereas he is a Khodian potter; why should even the great

be required to know about everything.

Holiday wishes to you and your familyj

IT ours,

I can't be your neighbor as from time to time I ^sed to be, because my sister

^ane has finally left ^erraantown.
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8.V.62 V^.OZ-
(18.IV.81)

51

S«« A. BalkSLHBka, "Di# Haiid«^^zi«hu*g«m van Sauthapalisi* Via

oenfTaHoa iHtTnatianala d'atudae claBsiquaa dag pavB eaeialiBtas. Safia

11963, p.52, fig .3, na.l, a claarly lagibla Siaapaam-BtaSp that aamas tha

aztyaxiqpxx astynaraas AI*TIliAX02,with hie charactariBtic davica, a hara, and

tha fabricant NIKIA2, bath balongiag ta Grakav's Graup IV, eaa Grakav 1929,

ipp. 138 and 184 far tha astynamas, aad pp. 140 aad 207 far tha fabricaat. Cf.

tha cemmaat af I. B. Brashiasky, "Racaat Faraiga Raaaaroh aa Caramic lasoriptiaas,'
' \ ^ ("i* "• '

Saviat Archaalagy\ 1966, 2, p.334 (ia Russiaa), ahera tha datas^ara giraa. ^

IThasa Aaya dataB, 359- - 229^ oama actually fram the aarliest aad latast caiaa

fauad an tha eita, thaea af Philip II ef Macadan (359-336 B.C.) aad thaea af

Damatrias II (239-229 B.C.), Tha aarliast af thasa caina apparantly pracadad

V.
tha feuadiag af Sauthepalis, wara last in tha Thracian villaga Jrhat pracadad

\

it an tha Bita. Sea D. P. Bimitrav (tha axcavatar,\^B 1948-1954), "Nauantdaokta

apigraphischa Dankmfilar flbar dia Raligian dar Thrakar, \ato.," HamTnagas a W.

Daanaa. Callactiaa Latamus 28, BruBsalB 1957, pp. 181-193; cf, J, and L,

Rabart, RSG 72, 1959, pp, 209-210; mast racantly, D./p. Dimitrav and M,

Cii^ikava, Tha Thracian City af Sauthapalie, Briti^Archaalagical Raports
->

Buppl.sar,, 1978 (cf,^JHS 100, 1980, p,269), Mrs, P.M.W. Mathaaan invastigatad

far ma tha datas, and pravidad many rafai^oas.
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American ijchool of Classical Studies '
54 Swedias Street, Athens 140, Greece

October 27, 1983

Dear Marian,

In your le-t-ter of September 28, you said the reader -would probably be fqlad

to have subheadings in my article On the ;.;iddle Stoa, so enclosed is a set. I

notice that you sometimes have both sub- and subsub-, tae first in capitals, the

second in italics, so I have done this. Could we have small capitals, not bigrer

than those at the top of the page? in the interests of not distracting the

reader. Irlave a look some time on how they did it in De^los 27, cf. pp. 278 ff,,
just boldface at the beginning of the paragraph, with a dot and a dash, and go

•right on with the paragraph. Saves space, and looks nice I think.
i.e. of the main toxt,

I have not provided any for the last part, r^because I think it reads easily,

and would only be interrupted. Bill read this part, both text and footnotes

concerned with buildings, also re lex-ant part of an Appendix. He said, "It Is

vary entertaining (though of course entirely hypothe;^ical)." I took out a rather

unimportant statement to which he liad taken exception (something I had from HAT)
B.

80 what you have is what he allowed.

I have not ready the last lot of corrections (mentioned In my letter of

Oct. 7). You have not said anything about when this piece might get into your

journal. Then or before then, you s.iould have all. For the index, note that

also in Hesperia 1953 Jeritt included the names from my articles in that vol.

i would rather have delay than not have the plates facing as I have attached thajo

their photocopies sent to you with the manuscript.

Yours as ever.

^/.ol
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27.x. 83

f.
Subheadings for the srticle On the Middle Stoa

p. 3, just before paragraph starting "The Thesis of the present papery etc."
DATING TliO GONSTIiUGTION FI^ LING BY THN AMFHJRA STAMF8 OONTAINjSD

p. 5, just before the paragraph starting "Let us look, etc,"

Size and conposition of the proup

p. 7, just before the paragraph starting "For the Khoflian, etc."

Biridence of the Rhodian stamps

p. 17, just before the paragraph starting fThe Knidian EiKJo^OK amphora stamps,etc/"
Bvidenoe of the Knidian stamps

p. 28, just before the paragraph starting "vYe maj# have a brief look, etc."

ayidence of the less numerous classes (Thasian. Koan, Homan, ato., and

edpeciaUy of the Sinopean olgBs)

p. 32, Just before the paragraph starting "For the contents, etc."

Question of the date of Megarian bowls with long-petal decoratior.^ "PParently
present in the filling

p. 37, just before paragraph starting "In the forgoing pages, etc."

SuTtmary of eMdenoe tliat brings us to oa« 183 B.C. fnr the date of the

p. 38, just before the paragraph that starts "To those ,,ho accept, etc/"
AN ISFlGhArillCALLY Ki.O.iN kJYAL .IFT TO ATNCMS DATBD ABOUT 183 BC
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Athens, October 7, 1983

Dear "'araan.

Thank you for your letter of 8ept. 28, I am glad the manuscript reached

you do quickly and that you liked it batter than the earlier version.

Although it was so long in coming, there ms the usual flurry at the end,

c liefly this timo because I had thought Jim was not leaving until the end of

the month. A few corrections of those resulting from the enormous amount of

checking did not get into the fair copy. I will soon virite ag^ain to mop things

up, but would like if possible to get in a word before you meet, on Oct. 15.

For the index: my article in ties peria 3, edited by TLS sr., of course had

its own; •we had page proof then. I am sorry that individual articles can't have

them now (as they still can in the BCH). In ^^esperia 1963, the names from my

afticles there, wiikxiius have been entered alphabetically along with those taken

from stone inscriptions in the epigraphical index at the end of the volume; was

this dona by ''eritt? Tf John Traill doesn't like that, those from my present

article could follow in a separate section for "inscriptions ceramiques.^ I

can think of other possibilities, such as photocopies mentioned as available

on request, but I think many would be requested to be bound in for the sake of

completeness, which would be clumsy. The point is that there is a great amount

of information on these persons in my text, which is not available elsewhere, and

would not be for a Icaag time; we want to make it accessible. ,

Sorry to write in haste, but we have to leave the Stoa at stated hours, me all

the more because I am picked up by somebody with a oar.

Yours,

t A K i .1-7 . , ^ J

p / A
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September 28, 1983

Miss Virginia R. Grace ;>'"•

Agora Excavations
American School of Classical Studies

Souidias Street*
GR-106 76 Athens
Greece

Dear Virginia,

It was a pleasant surprise to have your article brought
to oiir door all finished, I have read it, and I think it is
improved from the first version I saw last year. It has now
gone on to another Committee member and should be ready for
presentation when we meet on October l5th,

I see no particular problems; although I may make small
changes in punctuation, for instance, I don't think there will
be anything worth discussing before the proof, as far as edit
ing is concerned. I think the reader would appreciate sub
headings, perhaps even a brief table of contents at the begin
ning,

c 1
b

The definition of "eponym" given on p, ^ made me wonder . \\
whether the reader would not appreciate a succinct footnote V '
stating how many stamps there were on a jar, repeated or ^ '
different, or perhaps I should say stampings? This would make
crystal clear, I hope, that the secondary stamp would be the
third or fourth (and fourth?) stampings. If I seem confused, ^ \ -xyV
other readers may be confused also, I am sure it seems very .• > V"
elementary to you, but I hope that there will be readers in- jV
terested in your concltisions who will not be familiar with the
subject of stamps, A clear understanding of this basic infor
mation would make it easier to follow the discussion when pairs
of stamps are mentioned,

I estimate that the printed article should run 73 to 80
Hesperia pages, long but not impossible by any means. We do
not index articles, however, unless they contain entries for
the epigraphical index. We might consult with John Traill as
to what would properly be in his index in this case.

With best wishes.

BLAi/tlU .

Marian H, McAllister
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All cop7 must be typewritten, double spaced (including footnotes) on
one side only of standard-sized (8|^' x 11") paper. Ample margins should be
left at the top, bottom and sides of the page. Manuscripts must be proof
against a soft eraser; do not use corrasable paper. A minimum of neat cor
rections is permissible but must be in ink as must all special symbols,
added accents, etc. Suggestions concerning type sizes and faces should be
made on an attached comer sheet; pencil notations in the margin may be used
only if required for clarity. (Exception: italic font shoiild be marked as
ususlL by underlining in the text.)

Manuscripts should be submitted in final form before being submitted
for publication. Changes or corrections in proof are very costly. An
author will be charged for all author's corrections amounting to more than
5$ of the cost of printing. A copy of the manuscript as submitted and of
the illustration titles should be retained by the author to facilitate
correspondence during editing.

For long articles (50 or more pages of typescript) a short table of
contents may be helpful to the reader as well as a brief summary at the
beginning or end.

The indexes for books should be submitted with the manuscript; their
preparation is very helpful in eliminating repetition and inconsistency.
The references may be to catalogue numbers or pages. In the first case,
the index will be set in galleys with the rest of the manuscript. In the
second case, the index manuscript will be returned to the author to be
completed when page proof is available, and will be set directly in page
proof,

Illustrations

Illustrations may be in the form of linecuts in the text (Hesperia;
books by exception only), reproducing drawings in line only, oi- photc-
engraved plates, reproducing drawings in line only, with shading, or
photographs. They should be accompanied by typed copy for captions,
those for linecuts (figures in te:cb) and plates listed on separate pages.

Line drawings should be grouped rather than scattered throi:tgh the
text, i.e., arranged to occupy a full page rather than parts of se-ireral
pages. vJhen several drawings are to appear on a single'page, if at all
possible they should be submitted as a single drawing so" that a single
photograph^can be made to produce the linecut. Titles, catalogue numbers
etc., within the drawing should be supplied as part of the drawing; they'*
may be lettered, or patched on the drawing for subsequent removal. If re
quested to do so, the Editor will mount a number of small drawings on a
single sheet, page size or for photographic reduction,-but-thay mus.i^ha
trimmed so that any overlap will not cover the line work. . Lettering mus

\

^ mustpresent a neat, professional appearance. Bear in mind the consequences of
reduction.

dSii,
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Photograj5hs should be submitted unmounted, identified on the reverse,
with "up" marked by an arrow if necessary. The plates will be mounted by
the Editor but suggestions for layouts and the amount of reduction permis
sible win be welcome. Half plates will be used occasionally in Hesperia.
Copies of the PLATE LAYOUT FGRl'I may be had on request. AH photographs
on any single plate should be scaled for the same reduction; avoid inser
tions at a different reduction. The relative values of photographs on any
one plate should be as close as possible. Added numbers or letters should
be on the prints submitted; transfers or neat handlettering may be used.
Bear in mind that individual illustrations on the plates are ^signated_by
letters so that it is preferable to us^ numbers within an illustration un-
jldts^catalogue or inventory letters are called for. ^

Tables and diagrams of any complexity should be prepared (drawn and/or
typed) so that they can be reproduced as linecuts (Hesperia). In those to
be typeset for Hesperia, avoid vertical lines as these must be inserted by
hand.

Proofs

The author will be sent the edited manuscript and galley proofs as
they are received from the printer, after they have been checked together
in the editorial office, and must return both as soon as possible after
receiving the complete text. The galleys will be read again by the Editor
and the Assistant to the Editor.

Hesperia; Changes requested by the author will be incorporated only
if proof is returned promptly and if considered advisable by the Editor.
Time generally will not permit plate proofs to be sent to the author, but
every effort will be made to insure the accuracy of internal references.
As page proof is not sent to the author, internal page references must be
verified in galley proof. Authors are entitled to 25 free offprints. Re
quests for additional offprints must accompany the galley proofs when the
latter are returned.

Books: The 'author will be sent page proofs as they are received from
the printer, after they have been chacked in the Editorial Office. They
sho\fLd be returned as soon as possible after receiving the complete texb, '
together with the copy for any indexes or concordances containing page
numbers. The page proofs will be read by the Editor or the Assistant to
the Editor or both. Proofs of the indexes and concordances will be sent to
the author after they have been checked in the editorial office, together
with a set of page proofs if there are page references. Revised page proofs
will be read in the editorial office, but will not be sent to the author
under normal circumstances. Plate proofs will be sent the author with the
galleys.
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SPELLBIG

American spelling and nsage, following Webster's International
Dictionary as authority, are used,

e.g., endings in -or (color), -er (meager), defense, authorize, gray;
consonants in unstressed syllables are not doubled (leveled).

Note especially compound words; avoid unnecessary use of hyphens. -

Names of ancient authors;

in the body of the text should be written in full.

In footnotes or parenthetical references in the text may be gl^n as
readily intelligible abbreviations, preferably longer than th^e inLiddell-Scott-Jones, Greek-English^L^icon and Lewis and Short,
IglR. Latin Dictionary. See REFSH3HCES.

Greek naiifis should be transliterated, except for the most c^on names
generally known in English in Latin spelling, e.g. Herodotos, Dio-
dorosa Dionysios. but Thucydides'.

Greek place names?

Ancient Greek names should be transliterated except when the familiar
form is a derivative, e.g. Euboia, Clialkis, but Athens, Attica, Cor
inth, Delphi.

Modem Greek names should be transliterated from the modem spelltog
rather than the modem pronunciation, e.g. Eleusis (not Elefsis),
Menidl (not Menidhi or Menithi).

NUMERALS See also PUNCTUATION: Hyphen; ABBElEmilONS; REFERENCES

Roman numerals are used in upper case for numbers of volumes (books) ;
individual works in series by ancient authors; plates when so in
dicated in the work referred to.

e.g. Pausanias, IV.6.2,ii.

in lower case for parts of volumes; references to preliminary pages
so numbered.

Arabic numerals are used for numbers of volumes (periodicals); chapters,
sections and lines of ancient authors; numbers used statistically.

Numbers up to ten, in isolated instances, or at the beginning of c. sen
tence should be written out-in full provided no more than two words
are required.

Approximate measurements shoiild be written out, e.g. the nearest well
is ten meters away; the wall is about six meters long.

- 3 -



SPECIAL FOITTS

\i/henever special type is necessary, e.g. Epigraphical Greek or Latin,
a marginal note of instruction should be given in pencil. Standard
Greek need not be marked.

Italic, type, indicated by underlining, is used for

titles of books, ancient or modern, of periodicals, of manuscripts.

words and phrases in a language other than that in which the article
is written, including

ad loc, idem or eadem per lit

circa and ca. loc. cit. saec,

op. cit.

passim

et al.

ibid.

scilicet or s,

sub voce or s.v.

vacat or v

versus or vs.

vide or V.

BUS not for bis, cf., e.g., etc., i.e. , ,

Avoid italics for emphasis only.

Boldface type should be indicated ^ pencil

in articles for Hesperia, .by a wavy line under the character or word,

in book manuscripts by circling the character or word.

When boldface is used for catalogue nximbers, "No." should be omitted.

PUNCTUATICN

The following specific uses are frequent occasions of editorial cor
rection. For punctuation of references, see REFEHENCSS.

Brackets. See Parentheses.

Colon should not be used in a sentence unless what follows could be intro
duced by "i.e." or "namely", or provides an illustration or amplifica
tion of what preceded it,
A colon may be used in catalogues to introduce the details of the word
the colon follows, e.g. rim: vine pattern.

Hyphen or en dash should be used between the first and last numbers or letters
of a series to indicate omissions in a continuous sequence, i.e. where
"to" would be \i3ed.

e.g. a-d (a,b,c,d) or 263-265 (263, 26U, 265); 0.165—0.167 m. n

Numbers at the end of the sequence should be written out in full; en
dash should be used to separate number groups containing h;vphens,

- U -



e.g. Nos, 123-129 (not 123-9) and (inT. no.) 'C-63-75—C-63-82.

En dash is used between dates to indicate a span of years,

^ ^ e.g. I96U—^1967. See 7irgule. In footnote references, the shorter' e.g. xyOLi.—LyO(, oee virguie. xn xoounoue rexerences, xne snoniei- a
^ , form 196i4.--67 may be used. ^

\, •
Parentheses within parentheses should be replaced by sqtaare brackets, ^

•<Sr Y
e.g. (Further bibliographical references may be found in Walker
£see footnote U above].) ^

Note that by exception punctuation marks may precede brackets which
are used to indicate matter supplied by the author or editor; see
BEFEHENGES.

Quotation marks are customarily placed after comma and period by American
printers, for reasons of typographical design. When quotation marks
are used to distinguish a word or short phrase of special terminology,
the author or Editor may chose to follow the alternative system of
placing the period after the quotation marks if it punctuates the
entire sentence, not the quotation. - -

e.g. The slabs may be classed as "Quartz Porphyry". ^

Virgule or "slash" should be used between successive dates to indicate
non-calendar years, e.g., those of ancient Greek (356/355) or
academic (1951/1952) years. B.C. and A.D, are generally omitted.

ABBRSVIAIIONS See also Italic type; REFESENCES; PERIODICAL ABBRETIATIGNS

Never abbreviate "note" or "line"; use "footnote" for references within
the article or book in question, "note" for references to other works. '

"Nuiriser" is abbreviated "no.".

"Compare" is abbreviated "cf.", not "cp.".

Dates

Use "B.C." of both centiiries and specific years "before Christ".
Use "A.D." only for specific years and "after Christ" for centuries that

date "after Christ",

e.g. A.D. 325 but Uth century after Christ.

Use Arabic numerals for centuries but write out the number of the quarter
etc., '

e.g., third quarter of the 5th century; second half of the 6th century,

a. (ann^), or saec., followed by the Arabic, or Roman, numeral, followed
by a. (̂ante) or p. (post) may be used in conjunction with transcribed epi-
graphical texts but not in the commentary,

- 5 -
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e.g. a,.320 a. or . saec. ¥I p. .

Prehistoric periods maybe designated by conventional abbreviations, but
sho\ild first be introduced in the text in parenthesis after the full form,

e.g. Early Protocorinthian (EPC) or Late Minoan (III)

In the general discussion, where the term is used without subdivisions
as a modifier, the full form is preferable,

e.g. Early Helladic pottery rather than EH pottery,

but abbreviated forms may be used where subdivisions would make the
full form unduly awkward,

e.g. Ill IIIC level rather than Late Hinoan IIIG level.

Periods may be omitted between initials of abbreviations but a space
should be reserved between the letters and a following (Roman) numeral.
For further subdivisions, letters should be capitalized.

Names of chronological periods should be capitalized,

e.g. Geometric, Archaic, Classical, Palaeolithic,-Imperial.

Note that "early" and "late" should be capitalized (preferably) or
hyphenated to avoid confusion when modifying a period term that is
itself a modifier, ...

e.g.. The Early Roman building (early-Roman building) replaced the
late stoa.

FOOTNCTES

m\2St be double, spaced, typed on separate pages, a new page for each
chapter*

All footnotes must be numbered. A general preliminary note may be
keyed to the introductory paragraph or sentence (not to the title
and not with an asterisk).

Nunbering of footnotes should be continuoiis throughout an article or
chapter. Separate series of numbers should be \;ised for each chapter
of a book unless the total number of footnotes is no more than 5o.

references See also SPECIAL CATEGORIES

. All references must be verified in the completed manuscript before it
is submitted for publication and should be checked again in the galley proofs.

As a rule, the name of the publisher should not be included, but authors
are urged to give full bibliographical data for out-of-the-way or very rare
books.

When the author's name is given in the text, it need not be repeated in
the footnote reference.

- 6 -



Order of items;

1. Author's name, preceded by initials (separated by a space) and
followed by a comma

2. Title of series, book or periodical, or artical, followed by a
comma

italicized if of a series, book or periodical.

ioman followed by a comma, within quotation marks, if of an article
or'chapter, followed by the title of the periodical or book in
italics.

Greek titles should not be transliterated.

3. Volume nximber without "Vol." or "V." '

in Roman numerals if of a book, followed by a commaj fascicule
numbers follow in lower-case Roman numerals, followed by a comma.

in Arabic numerals if of a periodical. If fascicules are separately
pagej^, Tise "fascj' followed by the Arabic numeral.

Soter When the volume or fascicule number does not appear on the
title page of a book, it should be supplied, enclosed in brackets,

e.g. Corinth I, til, p. 2li.

Note; Series for periodicals where required should be given immedi
ately preceding the volume number,

e.g, FvltoChron, 7th Ser., U, 1961;.. ClassQuart, N.S. 23, 1973.

U. Title of volume in. series, fascicule or supplement in italics
followed by a comma

Note: When the Second, title is given, the volume number should be
preceded as weU as followed by a comma,

e.g. Corinth VII, iii or Corinth, VII, iii, Corinthian Hellen
ist^ Pottery

5. Edition in Arabic numeral followed by "ed." and a comma.

Note: In a few cases, notably Inscriptiones Graecorum, it is customary
to use a superscript numeral to indicate the edition when the title ia
abbreviated, e.g. IG II for the Editio Minor. Common instances other
than this, such as Helbig^ (FUhrer durch die bffentlich Sammlungen,
Uth ed.), should be explained in the list or note of abbreviations.

PlS'Ce of publication (books only). Names of less well known cit-ies
or duplicated names should be followed by the name of the state in
parentheses,

e.g. Cambridge (Mass.)
- 7 -
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7» Date of publication followed by a comraa

Note: \Vhen the publication date differs from the designated year
of a periodical volume, it should follow in parentheses,

^ e.g. 1971 (1972).

Note: When the date of publication does not appear on the title
page of a book, it should be supplied if possible, enclosed in
brackets,

e.g. H, Pajme, Archaic Marble Sculpt\ire from the Acropolis,
London ^19363.

8. Catalogue number, preceded by "no." and foliated by a comma

Note: If considered of secondary importance, catalogue number may
follow page nvunber.

9. Page(s) or column(3) indicated by p. or pp., col. or cols., prefer
ably with the precise pages,

e.g. pp. 9-lS rather than pp. 9ff. Note that the second figure
should be given in full, e.g. pp. 235-239. Only for pages or lines
may a hyphen or dash be used between consecutive numbers.

10. Figure(s) in the text, the numeral preceded by "fig."^ or "figs."
and followed by a comma

9 •

✓

11. Plate(s), the numeral(s) Roman or Arabic as used in the publication
in question, preceded by pi, or pis.

12. The letter or number designating the particular illustration within
a plate or figure should follow the number of the plate or figure
and be introduced by a colon,, e.g. pi. U5:a,bj pi. XV:2.

Note. In general it is not necessary to give the page on which a figure
is to be found, though remote from the text, if it is referred to by
p^e number in the text to which reference is made. If, however, the
fig^e is very far from the page reference, its page may be added, e.g.
p. 6, fig. 5 on p. 57 or_ pp. 6, 57, fig..'5.

Abbreviated references

In articles, titles should be given amply in the first reference, using
title of article as well as periodical for periodical references; in succeed
ing references any easily intelligible abbreviation may be employed, prefer
ence being given to the briefer or more helpful forms, e.g., if several arti
cles by the same author are cited, a shortened form of the article titl'^ fol
lowing the author's narae may be more helpful, even though longer than the
u ^ 3° periodical. Mote that neither volume nor year

^ unless part of an abbreviated form explained in a listor note of abbreviations.

- 8 -



VCA-A*

In excavation reports, previous reports should be cited fully the
first tiine, thereafter by periodical, volume and year,

e»g*» C. K. Williams^^I, "Corinth, 1975: Forum Southwest," Hesperia
U5> 1976, follow'^^xn^ater references by (Williams) Hesperia U5,
1976. The author's name may be omitted if all reports are by the
same person.

In long articles where a few references are used repeatedly, a list of
special abbreviations may be given in the fi^t footnote, rather thai^ in the
first footnote to contain each reference; a number of separate explanations.

In short articles, freouently cited references may be given an abbrevia
tion the first time they occur,

e.g., H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora, XIV,
The Agora of Athens (= Agora XIV), p. 12\x.

In books, abbreviations for frequently cited works should be established
and explained in the Abbreviations and Bibliography, then used consistently
throughout the text. Under these circumstances very short forms such as
title initials or the author's name alone or with the publication date in
parentheses may.be permissible.

Op» cit. shoiiLd be used to refer to a work previously cited if the pages
now cited are differente.g» Robinson, 0£. cit> (footnote 2 above), p. 12,

Log. cit. preceded by the author's name may be used if the same page is
cited again, Robinson, loc, cit. (footnote 2 above).

Noter The abbreviations loc. cit, and 0£. cit. should be followed by
"see footnote 00 above" in parentheses, except when the footnote referred
to is immediately preceding and the indices in the text are within a few
lines of each other.

Notei When the same periodical but a different volume is cited in a
later footnote, the title of the periodical should be repeated, VJhen several
volumes of the same" periodical are given in one footnote, only the volume
number and year need be given after the first citation,

e.g.. Shear, Hesperia 38, 1969, p. 390; U2, 1973, pp. 121-125.

Ibid, shoiild be used if the same work as that in the last reference is
to be cited again.

Idem (eadem) may be used instead of repeating the author's name vihen
more than one work by the same author is cited in succession in the same
footnote.

References to ancient authors, without comment, should be incorporated in
the text in parentheses. It is not necessary to give the title of the work
if there is only one known by that author, but the author's name and the
volume or chapter number must be separated by a comma,

- 9 -
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•4.

/<=>

e.g. Theophraatos, Characteres XXI.11 but PolliDC, VIII.96.

References to figures, plates,^catalogue and chapters within the article
or book, whether in the text or footnotes, should capitalize the words
Figure, Plate, Catalogue and Chapter. VJhen in the body of a sentence,
the full form should be used. VJhen placed in parentheses or used in
a footnote or. catalogue reference, the abbreviations Fig., PI., Cat.,
and Chap, should be used,

SPECIAL CATEGORIES

Pottery; Museum references should include place and name or initials of the
museum. "Inv. no." in most cases may be omitted.

e.g. New Torkj M.M.A. O6.IO2I.II4.O
Athens, N.M. 12$98
Naples, N.M. (or M.N.) 81571

but Louvre F 21?

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum references should include the fascicule num-
ber for the country and the overall number for the plate, in brackets,

e.g. CVA, Heidelberg 1^ Deutschland 10 , 8 kk2 , 5

NumismaticsAs Resperia is not a numismatic journal, abbreviations for
special numismatic publications should be given in the first footnote.
It is suggested that the abbreviations follow those listed in Nimis-
matic Literature, "Periodical Abbreviations".

Epigraphy: in references to an epigraphical corpus such as IG-, SEG, CIL,
etc., it.-is not necessary to use_ "no."(munber). "P."(page) and "line"
should always be used if indicated. The edition is given as a super
script. No comma is used between the Roman numeral (volume number)
of the corpus.and the Arabic numeral of the fascicule,

e.g. m V2, p. 69, lines U2-Uij. ^ 11^, 363 K 11^-, 2291a
Note: "No." may be required to indicate a subdivision of a corpus entry,

e.g. K V 2, 323, no, 20

SAIRLE REFSPRNGES

L. Vogel, The Column of Antoninus Pius, Cambridge (Mass.) 1973, pi. 3*

C. R, Money, Sardjs V, i, Princeton 192i|, pp. 3-12, figs. 3, 13, lU.

G. a. Davidson, Corinth, XII, The Minor Objects, Princeton 1952, no.
h71, p. 62, pi. U5.

D. B. 'Thompson, "Ostrakina Toreumata," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, Gommemora-
tive ^udies in Honor of 'Theodore Leslie Shear, fPrinceton! 19Li9
pp. 3ba-369, pl.~5^. ^

« 10 _ January 1977
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^^ Dr. ^ousDefx Al Ghii'iany,
13 til , l.iarcJi 1983.

^ y Greek Roman Musuem
V

DE9-r Dr. Grace,

I have received your letter ds,ted the 28th Feb. 1983 , in which

you de.iand our permission to publish the listed pieces nos. I523I,

544,KT 2134 V K'-C 238 .

It is our great pleasure to give our consent to this kind of cultural

publication , since you have been of great help and interest in your

books to differen, kinds of readers .

Y/e wish you every possible success in your new edition hoping the^t

you will enrich our librf.ry with a copy of it,

Y/ith many thanlcs for your delicate words and kindness^n the past
and in the future.

Yours Sincerely.

LIr. Yousseff El Ghiriany

Gen, Dir. of the Greek yRoman,LIuseum,
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raaca

Araorioan Cchool of CTaEsical Studio
54 Swodias Stroot, Athons 140, Graa

i'abruary 28, 1983

Dear Dr. ^1 Ghariarii,

This lotter roaahas you by oourtoay of -rofossor Carolyn u. Koohlar of

th-, Univ-:r8ity of :iaryland. Dr. Koohlar, Uks no, publishos on anphoras and

tViair stamps, and she hopos to noat you during a ooaing short stay in -gypt;

aha hopos also to mko somo controls on anaphoras and atanpod handlas in your

nusouTi.

jihon you .vora in Athari;', 1 astTod if I raigni havo psrmission to publish

somo itoras in tho "usoo Graco-Rono in, in an article about tha "iiddlo Stoa in

tha Athenian Agora (the data of the building, and a prop^ised identification

conssquont on tha data). Tou said you vrora willing, but asked :ie to sond you

a wriiton application for pomission, for your files. So now I list tho Hacea

I need, and hope you vfill not find it inconreniant for raa to publish tha™.

1.) hhodian stamped amphora of Daniokratas, dated in the tarn of Nikasagoras

iBt, N'ueae Grsoo-Rpniain no. G. 544. 1 would like to illustrate tha .jar and its

thraa stamps.

Knidiau stamped handle, iiuE-je Greco-Romain no. 16251, in 1955 exhibited

in Vitrina 3, Room 21. Circular atanp reading Bhl Ai^iriilAA around a -wreath.

3.) ilnidian stamped handle, kuseo Gro''co-Ror.ain, KT 2134 A1 of our records,

stored in the "usaum cabinet by its TCT number. -Urcular stamp with bee in center,

and A0IiRIliIlOY around the device.

4.) Knidian stamped handle, KT 238 ABC 9, from the Benachi Collection no-w

in the '"duaee Greoo-I'o-.snin, stored by its iLX number. Circular stamp reading

AFIZTOKAEYZ around a rose (like the rose in Hhodian ooint).

Iviention is made of si-jme other piecaB in your 'uEeum, but without il''ustration

Cffprinta -will of court, j bu sent whon the article is published.

•Yith ma y thanks for your kindness in the past,
Y.^ure rincerely.



s.

INSTITUTC OF NAUTICAL ARCHACOLOGY

George F. Bass, President
Michael L. Katzev, Vice President

P.O. Drawer AU

College Station, Texas 77840
(713) 779-4101

May 27, 1981

Dr. Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
54, Souidias Street
Athens 140

GREECE

Dear Virginia,

V!t.

• 'i^-y

I . »• /ti

: 7 /

y>r'

Please feel free to mention any of the amphorajl
material from the Hellenistic wreck at Seroe Liman
that you can get from Michael Katzev. Rhys Townsend
probably knows more about the site now than does
Michael. There is, alas, no published reference.
I have recently asked Dr. Cynthia J. Eiseman to
take over the direction and publication of the
excavation. I tried a number of people, but none
could give it full-time attention, which is certainly
not the way to excavate an archaeological site.

No need to credit me for anything. I have been
so tied up with administration and teaching that
I really have not done anything with archaeological
results in some time.

Sincerely yours.

ge F.

GFB/cm
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M, *-'arard Siobsrt
4 ru0 d*Oslo
F 67000 Strasbourg
France

- - - -T ».

: • >.( '
v., .. if- ,,

r-i

Amorionn School of Clas'loftl Studi«s
34 Swadiaa Stroet, Athans 140, Greaca

Dao, 24, 1980

V^./o

Doar ".!« Siebert,

I have recently seen in the AJA for 1980 (pp.393-4) an appreciative review by Susan

Eotroff of your Keoherohes sur las ateliers da bols a relief du Peloponnese A l^epoquo

Hellenistique. My congratulations to you for the publication of this "excellent an<

useful piece of scholarship".

About September 18 I sent you the analysis you asked for of tksx some Delos

stamps fodnd in 1975. No acknowledgment has reached ma. Please let me know whether

you did receive those pages. They took some time to prepare, time which in fact 1

cannot spare these days.

Mow I need ts permission to publish a stamp I believe to bo from your dig: TD 7305,

witn reading 3IiI 3YKPA It is of the type (KT 2038) impressed on the handles
T3YZ NIKA
ZIBOYAOY

trident

of a whole amphora in a collection in Syme, which jar is to help illustrate for me

the ruaidian in the Middle Stoa building fill in the Ag;ora, for a short article now

nearly overdue. Me do n )t have photos of the stamps on the jar itself, only ribbings

so I need to use your stamp (of which 1 do have a photo) to present the type. If

need also JJrae. Le Dinahet's permission for this, will you please speak to her about

it, and let tae know? I need to know to whom to make acknowledgment, in my text. L^t

me know if I should refer to M. Atnandry. This object is nothing sensational in itself,

but as you can see, it fits my need. Date, oa. second decade of the 2nd century.

I vish you Bonnes fetes and bonne annee.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia R. Grace



Tu^y. 1
u^,C'̂ x A ry Is.r) '

A MAr«nvi r'T»*«*o«8y*«i < /"* rAmorican School of Classical Studias CL.
54 Swodie.8 Street, Athens 140, Greece ^^'4^

L\4 o»January 15, 19bl £,J5:j=ir

Dear ^r, Papachristodoulou,

t<"e wore nuoh disappointed that you could not come to the nice party thpt

the I rwahrs pave for ny birthday. I suppose you were not in Athens, On

the telephone, about Dec".Tnhor 19, you did hope to be in Athens fairly soon,

but wo have not hoard further about that. In an^ caso, her® are my best

wishes for a vory good lytJl.

ulien I telephoned, I asked your permission to publish two itnidian

a^iphoras:

1) A 236 (1^2 625) jar of AyxCIIIuiOZ in the tern of ArXIiJilAAZ

2) unnurabored jar in Sjine, of NIKAS1IB0YA02 in the term of BYKPAThZ

Jar 2 was in tho collection of Demosthenes xiaviaras in 1957. I enclose a
<

photograph of it for identification. Jar 1 I think is not e very recent find

since we found it in your amphora room, not in your workrooms. I would he

glad of any information on its contort of diaoovary. It probably dates in the

late 3rd century B.C. (early for Knidian), while the Syme jar is perhaps 20 years

later. 1 regret the marine deposit on this latter, one con'^- see the shape

too well, but collectors like them thst way.

Please let me know if there is any objection to my using photographs of

these two jars in an article now being prepared (and already latei).

Yours sincerely.

Virginia R. Grace

I enclose also some prints for iianoli, Would you be so kind as to give

them to him? fz .<^1 . i"h

0r-3i-»



UNIVERSITE DES SCIENCES HUMAINES

DE STRASBOURG

INSTITUT D'ARCHEOLOGIE

Gerard. SIEBERT
4 rue d'Oslo

57000 Strasbourg

9, Place de I'Universite
67084 - STRASBOURG, ie

Chere Miss Grace,

'I'h 12,

8.1.80

Pard-Onnez moi d.e ne pas tous avoir remerciee
aussitot pour votre preeieux rapport sur les anses d.'amphores trou-
vees en 1975 d.ans la MAISON AU NORD 3)E L'lLOT EES BRONZES. II m'est
bien parvenu et m'a beaucoup
affecte un seul document (TP
truction de la maison en 88.
par T. Hackens confirmera.

eclaire. En depit de 1'incertitude gui
7483) ,i'ai tendance a situer
J'espere gue 1'expertise des

la des-

monnaies

Bien entendu vous pouvez publier comme vous
le desirez le timbre TP 7305,gui provient,d'apres mon carnet de
la couche profonde 9 du sondage 4 dans la piece AC (llot des'si-
joux,I968). II est inutile de demander l^autorisation a M. Aman-
dry ni a M.-Th. Le Pinaheh : apres tous les services gue vous avez
rendus a I'Ecole frangaise et a Pelos •, c'est bien la moindre des
choses.

Merci pour vos mots aimables sur ma these
publiee dans la BEFAR . J'espere avoir un jour 1'occasion de"&aire
la connaissance de Mile Susan Rotroff. A

Encore merci,chere Miss Grace. Recevez tous
mes voeux cordiaux pour I'annee nouvelle.

G.S.
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GODINB
Hike
State
of

Ireland
A Novella

& 17 Stories by Benedict Kiely
'Richly varied and beautifully
produced.' - The New Republic.
S14.95

^adenfietml959
Badenheim 1939

A Novel by
Aharon

Appelfeld
'A small

masterpiece.'
-Irving Howe,
New York Times

Book Review. $10.00

Now in their third printings!
At your bookstore or from
David R. Godine, Publisher
306 Dartmouth Street, Dept. N
Boston, Mass. 02116

Write for a free catalog.
Most of the Benedict Kiely

stories appeared in The New Yort^er.

BOOKS ON
TAPE —-

IFOLIEIT
Best Sellers
on Cassettes
Over 400 titles. Phone or

Write for Free Catalog.

$^50 up
" RentalCharge

Money-Back Guarantee

Mail Order
Delivery & Return.
VISA. MasterCard.

Toll Free (800) 854>6758. In Calif. (800) 432-7646.

^ Books on Tape, Inc., Dept. N
i P.O. Box7900,Newport Beach,OA92660
II Name
I Street

® City. State. Zip

Specialists in ^
Yachting Vacations

Worldwide.

Holiday Yacht Charters
120 E 56th Street=New York, N .Y. 10022

V 212-935-4630 » 800-223-1090 r

GOOD USED BOOKS
Wide variety, intelligent selection. Libraries buy
regularly; you can too! History, Literature.
Rction. Sports, Military, Science, Ait, many
other subjects. Send a dollar for classified
listingsof 20,000 titles and prices.

Editions, Desk Y, Bolcevllle. N.Y. 12412

rupt thiTC. for the book appealed too often
to weak elements in its readers.

He even jogs the academics;
Poor hopeless Mr. Prewitt, the lawyer,

watching with sad envy "the little typists
go by carrying their little cases" (I think
no one has remarked the echo of Beatrix
Potter in that phrase).

"Ways of Escape" tells us where
many of Greene's novels came from.

Our Man in Havana" (1958) grew
sidewise out of his experiences in the
British Secret Service in Sierra Leone

during the Second World War. He
first set the story in Estonia in 1938,
but after several visits to Cuba in the

early fifties he moved it to Havana
during the Cold War. "The Third
Man" (1950) came from a single sen
tence that he had written down on an

envelope years before: "I had paid my
last farewell to Harry a week ago,
when his coffin was lowered into the

frozen February ground, so that it was
with incredulity that I saw him pass
by, without a sign of recognition,
among the host of strangers in the
Strand." "The Honorary Consul"
(1973), which Greene considers "per
haps the novel I prefer to all the
others," began in a dream he had
about an American ambassador, "a fa
vorite of women and a good tennis
player, whom I encountered in a bar."
In due course, Charley Fortnum, the
British honorary consul, and Dr.
Eduardo Plarr, his friend and be
trayer, materialized in Greene's head,
reducing the American ambassador to
the engine that gets the plot of the
novel going. A group of untutored
guerrillas attempt to kidnap an Amer
ican ambassador visiting Corrientes, a
river town in northeast Argentina.
(Greene had once passed it on a boat,
and it had never faded from mind.
With the story in his head, he flew
to Corrientes and spent two weeks get
ting his backgrounds straight.) The
guerrillas hope to force the release of
ten political prisoners, but they kidnap
the consul by mistake, thus reducing
their leverage to almost zero. A
tragicomedy ensues, and the rest of the
novel is an acute study of the consul,
an aging, fearful, selfless alcoholic,
and of the doctor, a kind of medical
James Bond, who is never more than a
pivot. Greene sums the book up:

"The Honorary Consul" was one of the
novels I found hardest to write. In my
experience, after a few months an author
usually feels that his novel is taking con
trol. There has been the drive at increas-
ing speed of the plane along the runway,
then the slow lift and you feel that the
wheels no longer touch the ground. But

SG.OI

FEBRUARY 16, 1981
with "The Honorary Consul" it was only
in the last chapter that I found myself at
last in the freedom of the air. Now when I
read the book again I have the impression
that I must have been dozing at the con
trols, for the plane had taken to the air on
the very first page . . .

There are other flashes of wisdom
about the writing of fiction:

Writing a novel does not become easier
with practice. The .slow discovery by a
novelist of his individual method can be
exciting, but a moment comes in middle
age when he feels that he no longer con
trols his method; he has become its pris
oner. Then a long period of ennui sets in:
it seems to him he has done everything
before. He is more afraid to read his favor
able critics than his unfavorable, for with
terrible patience they unroll before his
eyes the unchanging pattern of the carpet,
if he has depended a great deal on his
unconscious, on his ability to forget even
his own books when they are once on the
public shelves, the critics remind him—
this theme originated ten years ago, that
simile which came so unthinkingly to his
pen a few weeks back was used nearly
twenty years ago . . .

With a novel, which takes perhaps years
to write, the author is not the same man at
the end of the book as he was at the
beginning. It is not only that his characters
have developed—he has developed with
them, and this nearly always gives a sense
of roughness to the work ... It is the con
sciousness of that failure which makes the
revision of the novel seem endless the
author is trying in vain to adapt the story
to his changed personality, as though it
were something he had begun in childhood
and was finishing now in old age.

"A Sort of Life" was a sort of
autobiography that filled in, however
thinly, the first twenty-seven years of
Greene's life. "Ways of Escape" is a
series of smoke screens that the writer
lays down between the rest of his life
and the reader. It is a book of selections
—from prefaces Greene wrote in the
seventies for an English edition of his
novels, from journalistic reports on
various revolutions and wars (Viet
nam, Kenya, Cuba, Haiti, Israel) he
has visited to ease his boredom, and
from journals he has kept from time to
time. But it tells us enough about
Greene's private life to convince us
that he is at least as interesting as the
characters he has spun out of his head.
In addition to describing his melan
cholia, Greene mentions that he and
his wife finally drifted apart, that they
had two children, that he has always
drunk a lot, that Evelyn Waugh and
Herbert Read were cherished friends
that he has had a mistress, that he once
used opium liberally, that he likes to
gamble, that some sort of upheaval in
his life caused him to move perma
nently from England to France, that
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n Iy^—^ ": • Rotroff 324

H-K 12-14 Middle Stoa Building Fill to ca. 180

Construction fill under floor of west end of Middle Stoa and between /
:•£'

Middle Stoa and Heliaia to south. Date based on Grace's analysis of ca.

1500 stamped amphora handles in fill. None of nearly 900 Rbodlan handles later i a.

than 183 or 182. Dating based on comparison with handles in Perganwn deposit,v/i!.-•
. . -V"'" -.«! -

currently dated 210-176 or 175 (see p. 00). Seven of the 12 pr 13 lal^t

eponyms in Pergamon deposit not represented in construction fin of Middle.

.• X *

••; \

Stoa, implying Stoa fill closed ca. seven years earlier than Pergatncm deposits# ."jWt

i.e. in 183 or 182 (Delos XXVII, pp. 290-291). "Latest Rhodian eponym if ,

Nikasagoras I or Theaidetos. None of approximately 400 Knidian handles bear title-f

"phrourarchos" characteristic of period IV A (188-167), but five names which . ^

occur elsewhere with this title appear (Archestratos, Philophron, Philippos,

Sokratfrs', Theuphantos)^see Olios XXVII, p. 320j; latest Knidian handles
therefore date shortly after 188. Analysis of amphora handles does not

support contention, suggested by architectural evidence, that far west end was

finished substanJfially later than rest of stoa (see I 14:2).' Latest coins date'200-

180 (Kleiner 2c, 9). Five fragments of long-petal bowls and one fragment of

figured bowl of M Monogralii Class come from disturbed area of fill at west tnd. ,

of building. Otherwise boWls similar to those in other deposits of e*f1y.
fi. '

2nd century. Fragments of six molds. „ '

#37, 50, 63, 65, 83, 114, 131, 137, 140, 164, 182, 196, 198. ,,

229, 232\ 264, 278, 282, 283, 294, 296, 314-316 ;- ^
. ¥f.

Agora IV; VIM; XII; XIV, pp. 66-68; Hesperia 32, 1963* p, 3l7i
•: i/.'

291, 382; The Aegean and the Near East: StKKiies

pp. 97, 109, nos. 9-11.

pp. 303-311, deposits I-II; Kleiner II, pp. 29; 32; Olios XXVIl^ pt.

ia !6$S,S8jiaa
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(E 66) (73. C (//i~r!r MSTU^ O
J

CfiZ .of

AMOTBAHZ (Corinth C 37-1191), A15YNTA2 (Corinth CP 1793; see under S 61), and KAAAI-

1 MMA.2 (see B.Powell, A.J.A. a 1903, p.37, lOg; no example of this type has since
i

j been found for registration in Corinth), These three eponyms have not been found

I

I in the Stoa of Attalos building fill, nor in Agora deposits certainly datable

as early as the middle of the 2nd century B.C«; however contexts and name-connections

XLwould place all three no later thant/j^^A_^ in Period V, For a fine example of the
the eponym

type namin^KAiU.IAALIA2 (KT 1411), see B.C.H. 76, 1952, pi, XX, no,8; this still

provides the bast published illustration of the types of AAIiOKPATH2 0 A?I2T0KAHY'\;

- Inote the characteristic framed legend.

The suggestion has been made, and continues to seam valid, that the father of

this fabricant was the Rhodian fabricant API2T0KAH2 who produced also Khidian

. stamped amphoras| see Hesperia Suppl, VIII, p,187, under nos, 4-5 and 6, ]The rose

pf_this API2T0KAH2 on a pair of Rhodian handles and on a Khidian handle are -i-

I illustrated ibid, pi,20, For a more Knidian type of his on^^idian handles, see his

I I,,.
j bull's head illustrated Grace 1934, p,300, fig, 5, no,6; of ibid,, text p, 302v: J

with description of the fabric of this and other handles bearing this type; but the

^ j i. similar type vjith the same endorsement
.1. suggested there is too early. jAxis^p«x«idslxxSa«sdtxiOT4^Saitar5sawX(5gx3c3?«sx§®xaEx»j«55ja^

/V

but the full's head replaced by the head and forepaw of a lion,, , ... . . _ mentioned Hesperia Suppl,vill.

h®.8 not been published. Both the bull's head and the head and forepaw of lion are

devices used in Knihiah coins.
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES

C/O INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, N. J. O0B4O

§
I

10.

January 2k, 1983
Miss Virginia Grace

American School of Classical Studies
5U Souidias Street
Athens lUO, Greece

Dear Virginia,

Thank you for your long and detailed letter^ I shall try to profit
by it and appreciate how much time it must have taken from your own work,
V7e certainly regret the errors, especially where the photos, and legends
were misroatched ( thoxigh how Carolyn's could be I do not understand), and
we would like to run a notice of the errata. As soon as we have it com
posed, we vjill send you a copy so that we do not compound any mistakes,

Authors are supposed to apply to us for information about plate
sizes, though generally speaking they use current issues as a guide. Only
if they have stumbled on some outdated dummies are they in trouble with
the over-all space. The chief error is in leaving too little apace for the
legends. Authors who have strong feelings- about plate arrangement usually
say so when they submit the photos, and we would be glad to send at least
xeroxes to show the proposed layout, time permitting. As a feeble defense,
I might point out that the indefatigable amphora types are never willing to
stop writing, and that we had a real problem with last-minute changes from
Letty and late submission from the Wallaces, If they had not been so def
initely scheduled for that number I hope that we might, under less pressure,
have been able to communicate more fully. Please rest assured that when
you send us something you will be informed of any changes we might even
think of making.

As for the experienced authors, I have not yet had the privilege of
publishing anything of yours and may yet find an exception there, but of
all that I have handled in the last ten years, not one has submitted a "per
fect" t^ijescript (not even counting corrections separately from editorial
changes), though Vanderpool's two-page typescripts are very close. If I
were to merely rubber stamp submissions, I might as well send everything
directly to be typeset and save the School some money. Communication is
clearly the important element, and we promise to do everything in this line
that the mails will permit, (And I do believe I aligned the shoulders of
the amphoras.)

It is good news that your article is progressing, I thought when I
read it that it would be important and look forward to having it for Hesperia,
V/e will try to begin on it even before it is scheduled if possible so that *
there will be time for questions and answers.

Please ask Steve Miller about the charges from the Annual Shipment in
wi-iich your encyclopedia traveled. Contributors do not automatically receive
the Supplements, which are $l5 each, but we will consider that your generous

shipping them with tip Hesperia $1 3.3and I enclose your photocopies. Best wishes.

..J-
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American > chool of Claj-.Elcal. Studies

54 bwedias Street, Athens 140, Greece

January 10, 1383

(o 'O^

Dear ?iarian,

Enclosed is ray chock for Jol. 52, which I thought, erronoaously, that I

had paid.

Ludniila has given me infonnation on the donors. SVio says they must have

soon about the Uollenistic number in the Newsletter. She says that BBrker

has been a "strong supporter of the School since 1S77". I cannot help wonder

ing if there is some confusion of records, eiace i tliink nis income oust be

none too much for bin family, and there v<ould bo no *kxJc tar benefit, .ihen

in Greece, he stays vary modestly.

About the plates; would it be a good idea to tell contributors the allov/od

area per plate to be taken up by their photos? I know I would have been in

trouble if I had not happened to check with you for mine, because the area has

b-^en reduced since my 1971 article, and 1 figure closely. Garolyn did get

your proof for the plates, and luckily caught the confusion in time, so that

her shapes plate (pi.79) has come out mostly in order. Only by some slip the

last two items bavo been transposed, so that the one called 20 is actually K 21,

and vice versa. This iia.kes noneemse of some of her comments (p.287) on the

sequence of shapes; tlmt is, wliat she says happens^ is contradicted by the plate.

The catalogue desoripticttiB of 20 and 21 on p. 292 of course cone out attached

to the wrong pictures.

For the VYaHace plate (80), perhaps you sent a proof to Nac, and llaggie

was not there at the time (perhaps hare), x-ot your fault, but ''ac has no

notion of snapo sequences, and it was Maggie who organized the illustration.

The photographs are an unusually good set, and show three iars all practically

complete, we"''' posed and •veil lit, dated at succaosive stages in the second

half of the 3rd century '.C, It would have been something to refer to for
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a long time, to have had these throe jars sot carefully side by side, so one ,-0^
23.^'^ - -L ii)

could observe the changes in the various features, after more tino^and then
which she saw in print

loss tine^, ''aggie was of course much upset by the rearrangemen^; she did

have tha jars in a row. I understand your not wantinp; tha >1ate set side

ways, vdiich was not at all nacestiary, sinea tha allowed width was plenty.

I did not see thasa artioles beforehand, to advice, as I did T«tty 'Tlll's

- not that Le^ty paid too nunh attention to what I wrote.

As .to Lotty'a plate (35): she f.ave you unnooesi.arily bad pictures,

mostly poor as pictures and p )or choices of ob.jeote to illustrate; and she

did not attmept to clarify thorn with captions. I note that (a) and (b) of

pi, 85 are transposed, according to text on p. 541, which says the earlier

one is hhorter (it is "i*'ona ai")» ^ne most interesting thing in that plate

is the pair of jars of Form c. They are both from the Grand Congloue wreck,

and the right-liarid one aae two ir.prassiouB of a Latin stamp, perhaps the

oar''ioEt known.'i' The captions do not toll us those fascinating facts, and to

find them out, the reader would have to struggle with the text and footnotes

as 1 did for so-oral weeks.

Jan. 11

You said you wished I had been "more specific" so I have been. I do

attach much importance to the arrangement and marking of plates, especially

of course amphora plates. Here, even putting a series of jars of successive

dates side by side needs attenticxi, you have to rooogniz# what is happening;

especially in times of rapid ohange in shape, tnore will be alterations in

height as well as in both upper and lower parts of the body; you align them

at the a oulder, not by having their toes (if preserved) rest on the same

floorline. Of. the Blanokenhagen Volume, pi. aXXV. Time waa wasted on this

plate because the editor (wao nad »SHy 90 plates, on maby different subjects,

11 iriTMtniimii™ "
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to consider) puHed the .jars mechanically do\«i to tht) same floor line; so,

more correspondence. 1 sut-.r.cst that in the oi-.ev of cxpcrioncad nriters, the

editor leave their plates alone, and lot those writers bo responsible for

wriat they sign; that is of course if they have dona the make-up job, and

have ':ept within the size they were told, and have supplied adequate

captions. And even for the now writers, allow they may have some good

reason for their arrsngomont, and if possible it should be discussed with

them.

On the ThOHi-Bon and '/andarpool volumes: I want to ha sure I am in line

^•o receive both, "he check for 3iOO that I gent in Nov. 1980, as a contribu

tion, does that pay for them? Or how much more is needed?

Another finur cial question: what do I owe you for In -luding my Sncyol .

Brit, in one of your shipments? because hoger tells me it is to you I owe

whatever I owe.

Fbr my article: it is in fair copy, except for the Catalogue (documentation

of plates) which you had in your hands in draught form, but I guess rl3d not

read. Up to now, through Appendix 5, we are on p. 83 of the ms., and we have
additional

40 (quite loosepages of footnotes. There will be quite a .job of checking

references. And there must be an index, anyhow of Greek names. I heve meant

to follow the style sheet you gave tne in 1.77, and will be grateful if you or

your assisjiant wiH fix any place wh^ere I have failed to do this. Please do

not make otaer olianges without discussing them with me, whether in the plates

or in the text. Pieaae also send me back the photocopies I rave you of 3^
plates with captions. These will now be wrong, gnd I am afraid of their

oreeping into the final version, as tiaopened I believe to somebody else, and

could alas easily happen to anybody at times of pressure.
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January 14

A TVL<jr.t has written to ask for a copy of the heT'onistic number. I thought

1 might bo able to buy copies from the School, but find they don^t have a stock.

So I would be glad if you would send one to:

' Professor Yvon Gar"'an
Rua de G'hastel Jrek
I^e-Grande
2<i670 Pleumeur-dodou

France

Quito a nuisance of an address. Pieaso send two more copies of /ol. 51,3

to me here, as I will need then to present. 1 find 1 don't have my checkbook

with mo, but do have a good opportunity to got this posted today. So will you

please have a biTl sent to ne, which will include foreign postage, for all

three? So I will send you another check.

Bill is happy over his good reviews. You must be pleased too, :lava you

soon the one in the ^iS?

Yours,

homebody said thor. is to b. aysoial montion of Spyro in ono of our opl-
graphloal publioations. 1 think that's nlo,. mi you ploaa, as, th^t ho gots
his namo spal'sd right! that is ,ith th. Y(th, full nam. Is Epyridon). Splro
reminds one of Agnow, or of itiutWH the humiliations of iillis Island.
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Anorioan School of Classical Studios
54 Swadias Street, Athens 140, Greece

Novenber 27, 1982

Dear t^arian.

Thank you so much for the extra trouble I'm sure you put into Hesperia

51, 3, I'm -writing to ask to have a copy sent to my sister-in-la-w;

Mrs. F, E, Grace

113 Lekoview Avenue

Cambridge, Mass, 02138

She will perlmps bo pleased by the kind words put in by many of the writers.

lie in the amphora section hero are regretful that the amphora articles wore

not so nice to DBT as the figurine people fjore to 7G. Dick Nicholls' remarks

about what the Agora meant to him are specially v/arming. I'm glad you lot

him in.

amphora
I -was troubled about the rearrangement of some of the, plates, xax: <Yo must

A

come to an agreement about that. It is terribly easy, by moving things about,

to blur the message, if not to throw it out entirely. ><e are not looking at

those things by themselves, one by one, but in sequence. And the message is

more important than the composition of the plate as art. Don't you really agree?

It has boon wonderfully mild so far, which saves us heating bills. The
Stoa

AgBXK (where I sit) feels strange and deserted without Spyro, who has always been

here. You must hav; known him when you worked here. I expect you have hoard from

the Thompsons of his death, a little over a week ago. Svoryone ini but me went to

his funeral, even EV senior.

My love to your mother. I hope everyone is at least kaloutsika - quite well.
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iunorican School of Glaesical Studies
54 Svrediae Street, Athens 140,Sraeeo

March 17, 1981

Dear Marian,

Ab Sally Ininerwahr is f^oing to the US tomorrow, and offers to take any

important letters, I report to you the state and nature of my article, with

photocopies of the plates, and a sample page of an appendix I think it

pretty desirable to be added. I have fixed the two plates vjlth jars and
within

stamps to^ho width you prescribe, and did not need to leave out much,
(Since the photocopies v;ere made, both plates have been tightened furt'ner,)

Plate 3 is to be composed of the two photos of which photocopies are also

enclosed, Phamakes and his Stoa, Photocopies off the drawings that are to

be Fig. 1 and Pig. 2 are also enclosed.

The draught of the text is nearly finished. There are 24 pages triple-

spaced elite, and there will bo a couple more pages. Then there will be

footnotes, for which I have now the references but they are not yet written

out. Then there will be a little catalogue documenting the items in Plates
the photocopies of

1 and 2. 1 have fastened togetherj\i^lates 1 and 2 in the relationship they

ought to have - you will see that they make a spread worth arranging for.
(ISspeoially, the sequence of amphorae.)

All this is not only late but too much for the purpose I fear, although

really wonderfully apt. There is nothing that 1 have not already loft out

myself that an editor should cut, in view of my age (sigh). I mean, it will

be best to get this information in print while you can, no matter how incon

venient it may be.

Can you give him ny love in the volume, and say there that the article

will appear in a proximate no. of rfo8£,? i feel sure you ere already stuffed

with material for the Supjloment/

Yours,



January 12, 1981^
Miss Virginia Grace y /
American School of Classical Studies

Souidias Street /
Athens lUO, Greece ^

Dear Virginia,

First, thank you for your contribution in cold cash which
I see Betsy Whitehead has alreadj'- acknowlec^ged,

Second, about the hotter question, your article: You are
quite right that we have plenty to keep us busy at the moment.
Before too long, however, we will be wanting to make up the
plates and need to know how many will be required by whom in
order to end up with multiples of four, if possible.

If you use 0,175 m, for your plates, they will have no
margin; our plates are not as wide as-they used to be. The ^
maximum width is now 0,168, height 0,23 m, including captions,i
or, if you could use a turned page, 0,236 and 0.162, the dif
ference being where room must be left for the running foot. If
you want to include an extra plate, but give us the option of
omitting it if we can't trade off with someone who is under the
quota, that would be fine.

We had a good Christmas with the boys both home (Alan is
still with us, working on an overdue paper). If I seem to be
preoccupied by the temperature, it is becaiise that is the chief
subject of conversation, with record lows being reported daily.
Our office this morning varies from 60 to 63 degrees except in
with the computer where it is a cosy 75, but quite possibly it
is colder than that at the Agora.

Best wishes for the New Year, We will continue to hope
for the article.

Yours,

•C{/A

Marian H, McAllister

^ ^ \ r

I \j ^
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Amtrican School of Classical Studies
54 Swodiaa Strast, Athens 140, Greace

ca

O CO

January 3, 1980

Daar ?5arian.

g • I hopo you had a good family Christmas, witi.rof possible,no illness,
+3 r-1

•H * so ry to say, my article for iiAT is not done to be taken by R, Burgi, so
^ n

^ I I will ask him to take this as a progress report, but also with some inquiries.
S §L >, dave you received enough stuff to start on, so that you can take mine later,
O rH

^ e and still get it into the volume? I must assume that, and go on witn it for the

present, and assume also that if it doesn't get into whore it should, you can put

it in some later number of desperia; alas,that is what happened with "Samian
•> *-• Amphoras", which was meant for the Carpenter volume. XMI. This will be nothing like

X the subjectas long as that,/ but there is no doubt tnat i* is heavy for a Festschrift; I had

O rH
rH

•
4^

fiS

^5 r-H
l-n

# •H
> ?

i»c
• u

T3w ' nothing else to offor that would ralate to one of the Agora buildings. I tnink it

is good, of its own kind, if unsuitable for its series, as they.say my Picture Book

is.

About the plates, I need to know if I can have the occupied width on each plate
of 0.175, as 1 did in my Samian article (tiesp. XL, 1971, pie. 12-15). This is f

total2 plates that have amphoras and stamps, and they do need this ^width to come out
TJ >> fl<

f—' •H

o • c)°-pwhat needs to be put. They can't be reduced, because they are at
hC {3 w

. regular scale (1:10 for Jata, fatixx 1:1 for stamps). (^eight is ok, I have some
f margin.) L«t me know if I can't have this width, and I will have to leave out
to • _

• *2 S something
r-H C! «•
<< 9

my

HJjJ ^ Show these two plates with amphoras and stamps on two facing pages
I . g to show the development of the jar/ shape. It would be nice if they coyld be my
1^1 first and second plate. If it doesn't c,m. out that way (i.e. in the yUte series
•^1 I of the volume) they could be my second and third, though that won't follow the

story quite so nicely. I plan to use my other allowed plate, but on architecture
and sculpture of a sortj no problem about scale,

1.r.'s you and .11 your family . v.ry IMl. ,1th .p.cUl

to your moth.r. a.r, nothing 8p.oi.l to tmport, .lo.pt that poor Mary z.u. h..

• "S«i C "
^ o
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The American School of

Classical Studies at Athens

54 Souidicis Street. Athens 140, Greece
41 East 72nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10021

December 31, 1980

Dr. Virginia R. Grace
American School of Classical Studies
54 Souidias Street

Athens 140, Greece

Dear Virginia:

On behalf of the Trustees I would like to
tell you how very much we appreciate your recent gift
of $100 for the Festschriften for Eugene Vanderpool
and Homer Thompson. This was very thoughtful and
generous of you, and very much needed, as you probably
know, in a period when many publication requirements
are descending upon us close together. Your contri
bution will be a great help and we are profoundly
grateful for your generosity.

I am sure all the Trustees join me in sending
you our thanks and our warmest greetings for the new
year.

Sincerely,

Elizabetn A. Whitehead, President
Trustees of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens
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Mrs. Marian H, ?JIcAllistor
Publications Gomoitteo

American School of Classical Studies
c/o Institute for Advanced Study
Proncaton, N,J. 08540 U» S« A*

American School of ClasBioal Studios
54 Swedias Street, Athens 140, Greece

November 29, 1980

Dear Marian:

I enclose my check for ,f25, also the yellow copy of the invoice, to take care

of my subscription to ^aperia for 1981,
as contributions

(D also onclose iiy check for sjlOO, which I mean as ^50 eacVyvfor the Thompson

and Vcnderpool Fastsohriften, If this soema too little, let me know,

X still hope to send you a manuscript for the Thompson volume but it is difficult

within the stated deadline, 1 thihk of the preacher who, when somebody of the congre

gation criticized his sermon as habing been too long, said, "1 did not have time

to make it short,"

I,,

*

. V

''Va

Yours,

Virginia Gsrace
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTIK

AMERICAN SCHOOU OF CUASSICAU STUDIES

Z/O IN8TITUTC FOR ADVANCKD STUDY

PRINCSTON. N. J. 08B40

CONFIDENTIAL

If'g.ll

October 30, 1980

We woiilci like to remind you that the deadline for submissions to the Thompson
and Vanderpool Festschriften is January 15, 1981<, If your final typescript has not
been completed, please follow the conventions used in the latest issues of Hesperiao
We urge you to observe in particular the following:

lo Contributors should submit the original typewritten raanioscript, retaining a
copy for themselvesa Please do not submit photocopies. Footnotes should be
typed double-spaced on separate pages subjoining the article,

2. All titles of Modern Greek works should be given in Greek, Abbreviations of
periodicals and standard reference works should be submitted according to those
listed in AJA 82, 1978, pp, 1-8 and 8U, 1980, pp, 3-1;. If the date of publica
tion differs from the periodical date, it should be supplied in brackets, e.e.
^kAX 21, 1966, B> 1 [I96g, ' ^ '

3, The first reference to a publication should include the complete title of articles
and place and date of publication of books. Give specific, first and last page
references, not f, or ff. Subsequent references should be cited, e,g,,
Thompson and Wycherley, op, cit, (footnote 1 above), pp, 103-112,

U, Photographs should be submitted unmounted (thoti^ s\iggestions for layouts will
be welcome), identified on the reverse, with "up" marked by an arrow if neces
sary.

We regret that we were unable to send this letter at the beginning of the
summer. The unusually busy schedij.e of the Centennial year which made that impos
sible will make us particularly appreciative of your attention to these details,

N,B, For those wishing to make a contribution toward the piAilication of one or both
volumes and to be listed as a donor, checks may be made payable to the American
School of Classical Studies and sent to the Publications Office,

The Publications Office
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Athens, Nov.11, 1979
J

Near fSarian,

I hope to be able to send you a ras. for the Thompson

Festsoh, and a check for the Vanderpool one. I will need

plates, probably the three.

I see this is no longer Sept.15, but I had more or less

accepted as per above in writing to Fhyllis. Please let me kn

know if not ok. At my age editors are running a risk, but

probably are always delighted to have one ms. less.

I think it noble-minded of you to welcome changesX^ in

the Fotroff ma. so late in the game. It took a long time

at this end, and alas we did not really finish.

No word has reached me about progress in the Will ms,

I did got a nice letter from Letty, in reply to one I wrote

her about the death of an ol« friend/ of hers and mine here.

She thought she would be leaving the catalogue with you back

in the summer.

I*m dde in Boston and Cambridge day after tomorrow,

Nov. 12 is it. Then today, a Saturday, must be Nov.10

still, not Nov.11, i hope to see you when in G*town,

Yours,



August 28, 1979

Miss Virginia Grace
American School of Classical Studies
Sh Souidias Street
Athens lUO, Greece

Dear Virginia,

Your letter to Phyllis seems to fall in my department
and so the answer comes from me. I confess that it probably
had not occurred to the Publications Committee that there
w.ould be any problem about permission to publish, I will
at least point it out at the next meeting, but have no idea
at the moment how we could do anything about it. HAT of
course knows about the EV Supplement, but we hope not his own.

I am assuming that offprints will work like Hesperia,
i.e. 25 free and lots of 25 additional at cost which will
depend to some extent on the number of plates. As we are
rather uncertain who will be printing the text, I cannot give
you a figure now, but will^appy to make a stab at it closer
to press time, ^

This may be a book, but as we have stretched the dead
line to the ultimate, we will not be able to manage more than
one set of proofs. I can promise to send you the manuscript
as I will have edited it before it goes to press and guarantee
that I will make no changes after that. If you could see your
way to getting it in before the deadline, it would help enor
mously.

This fall when all the replies are in we will send out
plate forms to those who have said they will need them; that
will enable you to make the layout, though I would prefer to
mount them here largely to make stire the proper space has been
shown for the captions.

And finally, if I am still Editor, as I hope to be,
this assignment will go with the Job.

On another subject, I have been incorporating your
changes in the Rotroff manuscript and am delighted to have it
brought up to date.

With best wishes,

f /

^ ^ y ^
y

t{teuuw<—
Marian H. McAllister
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Athens, August 16, 1979

Dear Phyllis:

I am delighted you are getting up Festschrifts for HAT and

SV, I liaTO something in mind -which -would fit better I guess for

rD;T. I would hoipe to be able to subscribe also to the iSV volume,
(i.e. a obeok)
and bo lictad as an admirer there also. There is a mild sioi-t of

problam in 'that one is supposed to secure HAT^a pomission to use

Agora finds in publication; however it has ne-rar been denied mo

•when I could ash it, and probably %vould not bo now!

idoro serious is the question, of wliat arrangements you -.vill

be able to taake for offprinta; -will thero be any? how aany

ffill be free? at i/diat price - roughly - will it be possible to

bay more?

1 would like to know also, please, what editorial ari-ange-

ments are planned, -will iairian bo the editor? and, as this is

a book, can via count on aoeing two profifs? This ie by no means

to enable me go on majiag oliangoa, but because I Imve had latc-
editors

ly bad exjierionoes with two other Foetechrifts, in which ohanggs

wex'e made which I could not correct, and which spoiled text

and/or plates, I would need to know befoiAiand tho space to

be «th available for photoglyphs in the plntes, as ny photos

would he to specific aoalas.

1ours sincerely.

Virginia Grace

•i'
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CLASSICAL STUDIES

C/O INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON. N. J. 0S640

Miss Virginia Grace
Agora Excavations
American School of Classical Studies

54 Souidias Street

Athens 140, Greece

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Miss Grace;

i

Cp^' l(»

July 23, 1979

The Publications Committee is planning to recognize the fact that 1981 will
see the seventy-fifth birthdays of two disinguished scholars long associated
with the American School of Classical Studies; Homer A. Thompson and Eugene
Vanderpool, It is proposed that two collections of articles be published in the
form of Hesperia Supplements, one entitled Studies in Attic Epigraphy, History
and Topography, to be presented to Mr. Vanderpool, the other Studies in Athenian
Architecture, Sculpture and Topography, to be presented to Professor Thompson,
it is hoped as a surprise, on their respective birthdays in August and Septem
ber, 1981,

Unfortunately we cannot plan to include contributions from all the colleagues
who might like to be represented. The Publications Committee therefore invites
you to contribute to one or the other of the proposed volumes an article appro
priate in subject matter to these themes, which have been chosen as the ones in <^\
which these scholars have concentrated their studies.

The length should be no more than ten printed pages including line drawings
(approximately fifteen pages typewritten or 4000 words), with a maximum of three
plates of photographs. The deadline for submission will be January 15, 1981.

If you feel that the limitations of the themes would prevent you from
submitting an article, you may wish to make a contribution toward the publication
of one or both volumes and be listed as a donor.

Sincerely yours.

Phyllis W. Lehmann
Chairman, Publications Committee

• j

V

We hope that you will share our enthusiasm for this project. It would greatly
facilitate the planning if we might have your favorable reply, and an indication
of the volume to which you wish to contribute, by September 15, 1979. in the
meantime, we ask your cooperation in keeping the project secret from*Professor t-Tf' A
Thompson and Mr. Vanderpool. ^ ^

r
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